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No dates and titles are underlined
Work is very untidy
Extended writing tasks are incomplete
SPaG errors being repeated
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Some dates and titles are underlined
Work is untidy
Extended writing tasks are short
SPaG errors being repeated

Show more PRIDE in your learning.
Be proud to learn and be proud of your work.
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Most dates and titles are underlined
Work is usually neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are good
SPaG is usually correct

4
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All dates and titles are underlined
Work is exceptionally neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are outstanding
SPaG is consistently correct
You are RESILIENT.
You always show PRIDE in your work.
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English Exam Questions
Week 1:

He had changed since his New Haven years. Now he was a sturdy, straw
haired man of thirty with a rather hard mouth and a supercilious manner.
Two shining, arrogant eyes had established dominance over his face and
gave him the appearance of always leaning aggressively forward. Not even
the eﬀeminate swank of his riding clothes could hide the enormous power
of that body - he seemed to ﬁll those glistening boots un l he strained the
top lacing and you could see a great pack of muscle shi�ing when his
shoulder moved under his thin coat. It was a body capable of enormous
leverage- a cruel body.
His speaking voice, a gruﬀ, husky tenor added to the impression of
frac ousness he conveyed. There was a touch of paternal contempt in it,
even toward people he liked - and there were men in New Haven who
hated his guts.
What impression do we get of the man being described here? Highlight
quotes to support your ideas.
‘Macbeth only has himself to blame for his ac ons.’
Make a list of the reasons you agree and the reasons you disagree with
this statement.
Challenge: use quotes to support your points.

Week 2:

I looked upwards. A tall, steep face of rock, striped ver cally with snow
gullies, angled up into the lightening sky. That was our route. My eye
followed the face down. Without relen ng in angle, it dropped some 600
feet to a small glacier which arced oﬀ the bo om of the face. The convex
surface of the glacier looked hard, silvered and pi ed like old metal, and it
was pocked with stones which had fallen from the cliﬀs above. Further
down, the glacier tumbled over a 100 foot drop. There, its surface turned
a curdled grey, and the smoothness of the upper ice became ruptured into
crevasses and blocks. I could see glimmers of blue ice far down inside the
body of the glacier. That was where we would end up if we fell.
What words would you use to describe the se ng here? Highlight
quotes to support your point.
‘Gerald is the most dislikable character in An Inspector Calls.’
Make a list of the reasons you agree and the reasons you disagree with
this statement.
Challenge: use quotes to support your points.

Week 3:
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I looked upwards. A tall, steep face of rock, striped ver cally with snow
gullies, angled up into the lightening sky. That was our route. My eye
followed the face down. Without relen ng in angle, it dropped some 600
feet to a small glacier which arced oﬀ the bo om of the face. The convex
surface of the glacier looked hard, silvered and pi ed like old metal, and it

was pocked with stones which had fallen from the cliﬀs above. Further
down, the glacier tumbled over a 100 foot drop. There, its surface turned
a curdled grey, and the smoothness of the upper ice became ruptured into
crevasses and blocks. I could see glimmers of blue ice far down inside the
body of the glacier. That was where we would end up if we fell.
How has the writer structured the text to interest you as a reader?
Iden fy the structural techniques used.
Write deﬁni ons for the following words. Which text(s) could you link
them to?
Week 4

Tyrant
Duplicitous
Pompous
Hubris

A few miles south of Soledad, the Salinas River drops in close to the
hillside bank and runs deep and green. The water is warm too, for it has
slipped twinkling over the yellow sands in the sunlight before reaching the
narrow pool. On one side of the river the golden foothill slopes curve up
to the strong and rocky Gabilan mountains, but on the valley side the
water is lined with trees—willows fresh and green with every spring,
carrying in their lower leaf junctures the debris of the winter’s ﬂooding;
and sycamores with mo led, white, recumbent limbs and branches that
arch over the pool. On the sandy bank under the trees the leaves lie deep
and so crisp that a lizard makes a great ski ering if he runs among them.
Rabbits come out of the brush to sit on the sand in the evening, and the
damp ﬂats are covered with the night tracks of ’coons, and with the
spread pads of dogs from the ranches, and with the split-wedge tracks of
deer that come to drink in the dark.
How has the writer used language to describe the se ng? Iden fy the
quotes you would analyse and annotate.
‘Sheila learns the most from the Inspector.’
Make a list of the reasons you agree and the reasons you disagree with
this statement.
Challenge: use quotes to support your points.

Week 5

When I wake up, the other side of the bed is cold. My ﬁngers stretch out,
seeking Prim’s warmth but ﬁnding only the rough canvas cover of the
ma ress. She must have had bad dreams and climbed in with our mother.
Of course she did. This is the day of the reaping. I prop myself up on one
elbow. There’s enough light in the bedroom to see them. My li le sister,
Prim, curled up on her side, cocooned in my mother’s body, their cheeks
pressed together. In sleep, my mother looks younger, s ll worn but not so
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beaten-down. Prim’s face is as fresh as a raindrop, as lovely as the
primrose for which she was named. My mother was very beau ful once,
too. Or so they tell me. Si�ng at Prim’s knees, guarding her, is the world’s
ugliest cat. Mashed-in nose, half of one ear missing, eyes the colour of
ro�ng squash. Prim named him Bu�ercup, insis ng that his muddy yellow
coat matched the bright ﬂower. He hates me. Or at least distrusts me.
How has the writer used language to describe the family rela onships
here? Iden fy the quotes you would analyse and annotate.
Write deﬁni ons for the following words. Which text(s) could you link
them to?
Week 6

Altruis c
Ego s cal
Miser
Prophecy

When I wake up, the other side of the bed is cold. My ﬁngers stretch out,
seeking Prim’s warmth but ﬁnding only the rough canvas cover of the
ma�ress. She must have had bad dreams and climbed in with our mother.
Of course she did. This is the day of the reaping. I prop myself up on one
elbow. There’s enough light in the bedroom to see them. My li�le sister,
Prim, curled up on her side, cocooned in my mother’s body, their cheeks
pressed together. In sleep, my mother looks younger, s ll worn but not so
beaten-down. Prim’s face is as fresh as a raindrop, as lovely as the
primrose for which she was named. My mother was very beau ful once,
too. Or so they tell me. Si�ng at Prim’s knees, guarding her, is the world’s
ugliest cat. Mashed-in nose, half of one ear missing, eyes the colour of
ro�ng squash. Prim named him Bu�ercup, insis ng that his muddy yellow
coat matched the bright ﬂower. He hates me. Or at least distrusts me.
A student having read this sec on of the text said, “The main character
seems dislikeable in this extract. She doesn’t seem to care about much.”
‘The Inspector clearly dislikes the Birling family.’
Make a list of the reasons you agree and the reasons you disagree with
this statement.
Challenge: use quotes to support your points.

Week 7
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It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen.
Winston Smith, his chin nuzzled into his breast in an eﬀort to escape the
vile wind, slipped quickly through the glass doors of Victory Mansions,
though not quickly enough to prevent a swirl of gri�y dust from entering
along with him.
The hallway smelt of boiled cabbage and old rag mats. At one end of it a
coloured poster, too large for indoor display, had been tacked to the wall.
It depicted simply an enormous face, more than a metre wide: the face of

a man of about fortyﬁve, with a heavy black moustache and ruggedly
handsome features. Winston made for the stairs. It was no use trying the
li�. Even at the best of mes it was seldom working […]On each landing,
opposite the li�-sha�, the poster with the enormous face gazed from the
wall. It was one of those pictures which are so contrived that the eyes
follow you about when you move. BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU, the
cap on beneath it ran.
How does the writer use language to present a nega ve and oppressive
world?
Write deﬁni ons for the following words. Which text(s) could you link
them to?
Week 8

1.
2.
3.
4.

Unprecedented
Malicious
Fu le
Fur ve
This idea is ridiculous. It will never work.
He looked around sadly. He was all alone.
It was a shame because she had tried really hard.
His suitcase consisted of the following: a few jumpers a pair of
jeans some toiletries and an old le er.

Where do the semicolons belong in these sentences? Challenge: Write 3
sentences of your own.

‘Lady Macbeth is en rely to blame for the events that take place in the
play.’
Make a list of the reasons you agree and the reasons you disagree with
this statement.
Challenge: use quotes to support your points.
Week 9

when Bilbo opened his eyes he wondered if he had for it was just as dark
as with them shut no one was anywhere near him just imagine his fright
he could hear nothing see nothing and he could feel nothing except the
stone of the ﬂoor
Punctuate this extract.
Write deﬁni ons for the following words. Which text(s) could you link
them to?
-

Cau ous
Sly
Blinkered
Haughty
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Climax – the high point /action point in the
story/ problem

Resolution – finalise the action or have
something happen to resolve the problem

Link - link back to the beginning to create
a circular narrative

Build Up – create rising tension to show
something is going to happen

Introduction – focus on setting the scene by
showing not telling

Use the following structure:

Story

Zoom in – Focus on a minute detail
Zoom out – Move your attention to a
larger detail

Use the following structure:
Drop – Give a wide view of what you see
Shift – Focus in on one element of what
you are seeing/imagining using the
picture

Description

Q4 – This is an evaluation and normally you are supposed to agree in the main with the
statement they present. Ensure that you use adverbs to show how far you agree. Offer clear
opinions and offer valid alternative opinions to show that you can consider more than one
viewpoint. Think of this question as a mini essay, with an introduction, 3 well structured
paragraphs building your argument around a minimum of 6 quotes and a conclusion
summarising what you think.

Q3 – Explore the way the writer FOCUSES on different things at different parts of the text – start
– change – ending. Don’t get hung up on structural terminology, instead show you understand
what they (the writer) has done, where they have done it and why they have done it. Use a
minimum of 3 structural ideas.

Q2 – Explore the way language is used and how the writer creates an effect with focus on their
intention. Use a minimum of 3 quotes and zoom in closely on language too.

Q1 – Read carefully the information & only write four things down.
Avoid repeating ideas that are similar.

Paper 1 Revision

ascribing human conduct and feelings to nature, usually the
weather
language which creates an emotion in the reader
SKILLS

the way a piece of text sounds e.g. sarcastic etc. The mood or
atmosphere in the writing.
use of exaggerated terms for emphasis

the use of symbols to represent ideas or qualities

placing contrasting ideas close together in a text

giving human qualities to inanimate objects, animals, nature

where one thing becomes another in a comparison

Writing:
SPAG – Applying Spelling, punctuation and grammar effectively. Minimum
expectations: capital letters, full stops, commas & apostrophes. Challenge:
colons, semi-colons, parenthesis, exclamation marks, ellipsis
Sentence structures – applying a variety for effect – simple, compound and
complex. Use a range of sentence openers!
Paragraphing – TIPTOP rules & being able to apply these effectively.
Freytag’s narrative structure – able to apply the narrative structure

Emotive Language

Pathetic Fallacy

Hyperbole

Tone

Symbolism

Juxtaposition

Personification

Metaphor

comparison between two things using like or as

a word used to describe

Adjective
Simile

often ly words which describes how things are done

A word used to describe an action

the name of something

Definition

Adverb

Verb

Noun

Terminology
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Soliloquy - a speech to one’s self - thinking aloud. Often reveals a character’s true thoughts.
Aside - a remark or passage in a play that is intended to be heard by the audience but unheard
by the other characters in the play.
Rhyming Couplets - a rhyming pair of successive lines of verse, typically of the same length.
Monologue - a long speech by one character although there can be other characters present
on stage.
Duologue - a part of a play where two characters are speaking.
Iambic Pentameter - a line of verse with five metrical feet, each consisting of one short (or
unstressed) syllable followed by one long (or stressed) syllable, for example, ‘ So foul and fair a
day I have not seen.’ (ba-DUM, ba-DUM, ba-DUM, ba-DUM, ba-DUM.)
Blank Verse - Unrhymed Iambic Pentameter. In Macbeth, the noble characters mostly
speak in unrhymed iambic pentameter. This controlled meter conveys power, control and
authority.
Prose - normal speech without a set rhythm. Shakespeare uses it to show a lack of nobility,
power and authority (the drunk porter, Lady M’s attendants, the murderers) and also a loss of
formality or control (M’s letter to LadyM; Lady M sleepwalking)
Trochaic Tetrameter - a rhythmic pattern that consists of four trochees. A trochee is a long
syllable, or stressed syllable, followed by a short, or unstressed, one. The witches speak in this
verse, making it sound like eerie chanting, ‘DOUble, DOUble, TOIL and TROUble’
Exposition - the insertion of background information within a story or narrative; for example,
information about the setting, characters' backstories, prior plot events, historical context
(Macbeth as a noble war hero)
Rising Action -includes all decisions, characters' flaws, and background circumstances that
together create turns and twists leading to a climax. (The lead up to Duncan’s murder)
Climax - turning point of and point of highest tension and drama (Duncan’s murder)
Falling Action - the parts of a story after the climax and before the very end.
Denouement - the final part of a play in which the strands of the plot are drawn together and
matters are explained or resolved.
Linear structure - the play unfolds in a chronological time order.
Scene order - the witches appear first in the play which reflects their influence on Macbeth
Dramatic irony - where the full significance of a character’s words or actions is clear to the
audience although unknown to the character.
Foreshadowing - a warning or indication of a future event
Protagonist - the leading character or one of the major characters in a play,
Offstage Action - events that happen off stage (Duncan’s murder, Lady Macbeth’s death)

Structure

Macbeth - mirrors the witches’ language (influence of supernatural)
Imperative verbs (authority/power)

Lady Macbeth:
Imperative verbs (power/control)
Flattery (manipulation)
Rhetorical questions (challenge Macbeth’s manhood)
Triplets (echo the witches)

Character Language Traits:
The Witches:
Chiasmus: when words are repeated in reverse order: ‘Fair is foul and foul is
fair’ (riddles and half truths) ambiguity
Flattery
Repetition
triplets

Key Symbols:
blood - guilt
water - purity/cleansing
dagger - temptation
children - innocence
Sleep - peace of mind/rest
night/dark - evil

Animal imagery - Lady Macbeth is linked to serpents (symbolise deception/original sin)
Macbeth - ‘lion’ -> ‘hellhound’
Chaos of the natural world/order - since Duncan’s murder, the world is plunged into
darkness. An owl kills a falcon which is a complete reversal of the natural order.
Liquid imagery - poison/influence of supernatural - when linked to Lady Macbeth
Imagery of ill-fitting clothes - Macbeth is not a worthy king

Language
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Context
Written in 1606 (Jacobean times)
Divine Right of Kings - a monarch is subject to no earthly authority,
deriving the right to rule directly from the will of God. People believed
in The Great Chain of Being - that all life was part of a social hierarchy
with God at the top.
James 1st - a patron of Shakespeare’s acting company. He was also
James V1 of Scotland so Shakespeare had the king in mind when writing
a play about Macbeth, a figure from Scottish ancestry. Furthermore,
King James’ family claimed to have descended from Banquo. James 1st
was fascinated by witchcraft and wrote a book called Daemonologie.
The Gunpowder Plot - in 1605. A group of rebels, including Guy
Fawkes, attempted regicide by plotting to blow up Parliament.
Shakespeare shows how those who commit regicide will meet a tragic
end.
Regicide - murdering a king was considered to be the ultimate sin
Patriarchal Society/Gender Roles - society was controlled by men.
Women were seen as the weaker sex and were expected to be meek
and mild. Gender roles were clearly defined.
Witchcraft/The Supernatural - in the early 17th century, the belief
in witches and the supernatural was extremely strong and many
‘witches’ were burnt at the stake.
Religion - religion was extremely important and maintaining moral
purity

Form: Tragedy

Tragedy - a play dealing with tragic events and having an unhappy
ending, especially one concerning the downfall of the main character.
Tragic hero - Aristotle suggests that the hero of a tragedy must
evoke a sense of pity or fear within the audience, They are essentially
a noble character who experiences a downfall due to their tragic flaw
and fate.
Hamartia (tragic flaw) - Macbeth’s hamartia is his ‘vaulting ambition’
which ultimately leads to his tragic downfall.
Internal Conflict - the struggle the hero engages in with his/her fatal
flaw
Hubris - excessive pride and confidence
Peripeteia - a reversal of fortune brought about by the tragic hero’s
fall.
Anagnorisis - crucial discovery (when Macbeth realises that he’s not
invincible: MacDuff ‘untimely ripped.’
Pathos - used in order to illicit powerful feelings of pity, sorrow and
sympathy from the audience.
Catharsis - arouse feelings of pity and fear; having felt these, the
audience will be purged or purified.The release of emotions through
empathy with the characters.
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Definition

whole numbers, both
positive (natural
numbers) and negative,
including zero

The answer when two or
more values are added
together

Subtract the smaller
value from the larger
value to find the
difference between two
numbers

The answer when two
values are multiplied
together

A number that divides
another number exactly

A number which is part
of another number's
times table

A number which has
exactly two factors. The
number one and itself.

Skill

Integer

Sum

Difference

Product

Factor

Multiple

Prime
Number

The sum of 4 and 5 is
9.

-4,-3,-2,-1, 0,1,2,3,4

Examples

The first five prime
numbers are; 2,3,5,7,11

The first five multiples
of 3 are: 3,6,9,12,15

The factors of 20 are;
1,20,2,10,4,5

The product of 2 and 4
is 8

The difference between
13 and 6 is 7

Y11 Mathematics Knowledge Organiser

Stands for ‘lowest common multiple’
It is the smallest multiple common
to a set of numbers
The top part of a fraction

The bottom part of a fraction

LCM

Numerator

Denominator

Stands for 'highest common factor'.
It is the largest factor common to a
set of numbers

HCF

A sequence of numbers generated
by adding one more than was
added to find the previous term

Triangle
Number
A way of remembering the order in
which operations are carried out

The product when an integer is
multiplied by itself

Square
Number

BIDMAS

Definition

Skill

Essential Skills

The denominator of

The numerator of

2
5

2
5

is 5

is 2

The LCM of 3 and 4 is 12.

The HCF of 16 and 24 is 8.

Brackets - Indices - Division
- Multiplication - Addition Subtraction.

The first five triangle numbers
are; 1, 3, 6, 10, 15

The first five square numbers
are; 1,4,9,16,25

Examples
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Definition

Lines that are parallel
have gradients that
are equal

Lines that are
perpendicular have
negative reciprocal
gradients

Use this formula to
solve quadratic
equations in the form
ax2 + bx + c = 0

Use this general
formula for a circle,
centre (0,0) with
radius r

f(x+2) = shift left 2
f(x- 2) = shift right 2
f(x) + 2 = shift up 2
f(x) - 2 = shift 2 down

Skill

Parallel lines

Perpendicular
lines

Quadratic
Formula

Equation of a
circle

Transformation
of graphs

Y11 Mathematics Knowledge Organiser

f(2x) = [squash] each x coord
has been halved
2f(x) = [squeeze] each y
coord has been doubled
f(-x) = reflect in the y axis
-f(x) = reflect in the x axis

x2 + y2 = r2

y = 2x + 5
y = -½ x + 4

The gradients in the two
equations are
perpendicular.

y = 4x + 5
y = 6 + 4x

The gradients in the two
equations are equal, so
are parallel.

Examples

Segment

Trigonometry

Inverse
proportion

Arc length= angle/360 x πd

Area of a sector = angle/360 x
πr2

y ∝ 1/x
y=k/x

If y is inversely proportional to x

y ∝ x2 then y=kx2

If y is directly proportional to the square of x

y ∝ x then y=kx

Examples

If y is directly proportional to x

Gradient is the acceleration
Distance is the area under the
graph

VelocityTime graphs

Direct
Proportion

Definition

Skill
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Vaccination
Vaccine

The process of burning by heat
A chemical process used by plants to make glucose and oxygen from carbon
dioxide and water, using light energy.
The chemical change that takes place inside living cells, which uses glucose and
oxygen to release the energy that organisms need to live.
Refers to tumours that are not cancerous and do not spread
A substance capable of causing cancer in living tissue.
Refers to tumours that are cancerous and can break apart, move around the body
and start new instances of the same cancers
The lump of cells formed as a result of uncontrolled cell division.
Tiny hair-like projections from a cell that usually allow it to move a substance past
the cell (for example, in the bronchioles in the lungs).
Cells in the lining of the airways that produce mucus to trap dust and pathogens.
a small gland in the skin which secretes a lubricating oily matter (sebum) into the
hair follicles to lubricate the skin and hair.
A protein produced by the immune system in humans (and other animals) that
attacks foreign organisms (antigens) that get into the body.
an antibody that counteracts a toxin.
the ability of an organism to resist a particular infection or toxin
White blood cell which attacks pathogens by producing antibodies.
Cells, such as white blood cells, that engulf and absorb waste material, harmful
microorganisms, or other foreign bodies in the bloodstream and tissues.
treatment with a vaccine to produce immunity against a disease
Substances containing disabled antigens of a particular disease to provide immunity
against that disease.

Meaning
A prediction that is supported with a scientific explanation, it often can be tested.
Regions of unspecialised cells in plants that are capable of cell division. They can
differentiate into any type of specialised cell.
A square frame of known area used for sampling the abundance and distribution of
slow or non-moving organisms.
An organism which eats dead organisms, fallen leaves, animal droppings, etc, and
breaks them down into simpler materials.
A natural reservoir that absorbs more carbon than it releases, and thereby lowers
the concentration of CO2 from the atmosphere

Other keywords can be found on your Year 10 Cycle 4 Biology Knowledge Organiser

Antitoxin
Immunity
Lymphocyte
Phagocyte

Antibody

Goblet cells
Sebaceous glands

Tumour
Cilia

Benign
Carcinogen
Malignant

Respiration

Combustion
Photosynthesis

Carbon sink

Decomposer

Quadrat

Keyword
Hypothesis
Meristem

WHITE BLOOD CELLS ARE A VITAL PART OF THE
IMMUNE SYSTEM
white blood cells defend the body by ingesting
pathogens and producing antibodies and antitoxins.
Vaccinations protect us from diseases.
Vaccines are specific to the pathogen
Vaccines contain dead or inactive pathogens which
causes our bodies to ‘fight; the pathogen without
becoming ill.

THE BODY IS ADAPTED TO PROTECT US FROM
INFECTION
Your skin acts as a barrier and produces
antimicrobial secretion.
Your trachea and bronchi secrete mucus, which
traps pathogens.
Goblet cells in the epithelium produce mucus which
traps smaller dust particles and microbes.
Cilia beat together to waft mucus to the back of the
throat, where it is swallowed.

NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CANNOT BE
PASSED FROM PERSON TO PERSON
Cancer is a type of non-communicable disease
A tumour can be benign or malignant
Some factors, such as smoking and obesity, can
increase the risk of developing cancer

MANY MATERIALS ARE NATURALLY RECYCLED.
Water, carbon, oxygen and nitrogen are some of
the materials that are recycled through natural
processes such as photosynthesis and respiration
The amount of carbon on earth is fixed and exists in
various forms such as carbon compounds

Key Facts

Diseases, cycling materials, infection and response

Year 11 - Cycle 1 - Biology

12
the Avogadro‘s constant .

Year 11 - Cycle 1 - Chemistry

Meaning
Using bacteria to extract metals from their ores.
Moles, Balancing equations, Mass changes, Uncertainty
A plant capable of growing in very high concentrations of metals, absorbing these
metals through their roots, and storing high levels of metals in their tissues.
Key Facts
Using plants to absorb metal compounds through their roots. The plants are then
NEW WAYS OF EXTRACTING METALS INVOLVE
burned to produce an ash containing a high concentration of the metal compounds.
PLANTS AND BACTERIA
Metals that are poisonous, either in their natural form or in a certain compound.
Some plants, called hyperaccumulators, can absorb
An equation written using the symbols and formulae of the reactants and products,
toxic metals from the soil and store them in their
so that the number of units of each element present is the same on both sides.
No atoms are created or destroyed in a chemical reaction. The total mass stays the leaves. These hyperaccumulators can then be burnt
to extract the metals, this is phytomining.
same during a chemical reaction.
Bioleaching uses bacteria to produce leachate
A Substance or substances formed in a chemical reaction.
solutions that contain metal compounds. These can
A substance that reacts together with another substance to form products during a
chemical reaction.
then be processed to obtain the metal
matter in a state in which it will expand freely to fill the whole of a container, having NO ATOMS ARE LOST OR MADE DURING A
no fixed shape (unlike a solid) and no fixed volume (unlike a liquid).
CHEMICAL REACTION
The amount of matter an object contains. Mass is measured in kg or g.
In a reaction, the mass of the products is equal to
A general term for a small piece of matter. E.g, protons, neutrons, atoms, ions
the mass of reactants
Type of reaction in which a compound breaks down to form two or more
Some reactions appear to lose mass, this is often a
substances when it is heated.
gas being produced as a product - the mass of gases
How spread out a set of results are when measuring for a value
are often not measured
calculate approximately the value of something
Some reactions appear to gain mass, this is often
the difference between the highest and lowest measurements.
because one of the reactants is a gas from the air
how much measurements might vary - measuring equipment usually has an
UNCERTAINTIES SHOULD HAVE THE SAME
uncertainty associated with it.
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES AS THE
The number of atoms or molecules in one mole of a substance,equal to 6.023 ×
MEASUREMENT
1023.
All measurements will have a degree of uncertainty,
The amount of a substance in terms of particles etc. The SI unit for chemical
some larger than others
amount is the mole
Range = highest value - lowest value
The amount of substance that contains the same number of particles as there are
CHEMICAL QUANTITIES ARE MEASURED IN MOLES
atoms in 12 g of carbon-12 (contains the Avogadro's number 6.0 ×10²³ number of
The mass of one mole of a substance in grams is
particles).
numerically equal to its relative formula mass.
The sum of the relative atomic masses of the atoms in a chemical formula.
Single atoms cannot be measured for mass as they
When a reactant gains oxygen or loses electrons.
are too small, so they are measured in standard
When a reactant loses oxygen or gains electrons.
amounts, or moles. The number of atoms,
Chemical reaction where an element takes the place of or ‘pushes out’ another
molecules or ions in a mole of a given substance is
element from a compound.

Other keywords can be found on your Year 10 Cycle 4 Chemistry Knowledge Organiser

Relative formula mass
Oxidation
Reduction
Displacement reaction

Mole

Chemical amount

Avogadro's number

Distribution of results
Estimate
Range of measurements
Uncertainty

Mass
Particles
Thermal decomposition

Gas

Products
Reactants

Conservation of mass

Toxic metals
Balanced equation

Phytomining

Keyword
Bioleaching
Hyperaccumulators
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The increase in length of an object when a force is applied.

Something that noticeably stands out from other data entries in a set.

An average - calculated by adding all of the data and dividing by the number of
items of data.
The different ways in which energy can be stored, including chemical, kinetic,
gravitational potential, elastic potential and thermal stores.
Energy which an object possesses by being in motion.

The energy stored by an object lifted up against the force of gravity. Also known as
GPE.
The total kinetic energy and potential energy of the particles in an object.

A model in which all substances contain large numbers of very small particles, used
to explain the different properties of solids, liquids and gases.
Measure of the amount of substance per unit volume; symbol (r), unit: kg/m3

Digits within a measured quantity that have meaning.

Splitting a single force into two components acting in different directions, to
simplify a calculation.
The energy needed to raise the temperature of 1 kg of a substance by 1 °C ;
symbol c, unit J/kg°C.
Process in which energy is moved from one store to another includes heating, by
waves, electric current or by a force moving an object.
Energy needed for a substance to change state without a change in temperature.

Extension

Anomaly

Mean

Kinetic energy

Gravitational potential
energy
Internal energy

Particle model

Significant figures

Resolution

Other keywords can be found on your Year 10 Cycle 4 Physics Knowledge Organiser

Specific latent heat of
fusion
Specific latent heat of
vaporisation

Specific latent heat

Latent heat

Energy transferred

Specific heat capacity

Density

Energy store

The energy needed to change 1 kg of a substance completely from one state to
another state without any change in temperature; symbol L, unit J/kg.
The energy needed to change 1 kg of a substance completely from solid to liquid
without any change in temperature.
The energy needed to change 1 kg of a substance completely from liquid to gas
without any change in temperature.

Squeezing together.

Compression

Force

A material that can be stretched or squashed but is able to regain its shape
afterwards.
A push or a pull.

Meaning
quantity that tells you how much an object (such as a spring) will stretch by if a
force is applied to it, as long as the object obeys Hooke’s law; symbol k, unit N/m.
The energy stored in a stretched spring.

Elastic.

Elastic potential energy

Keyword
Spring constant

DIFFERENT MATERIALS NEED DIFFERENT
AMOUNTS OF ENERGY TO RAISE THE
TEMPERATURE BY A GIVEN AMOUNT.
change in thermal energy = mass × specific heat
capacity × temperature change ( ΔE = mcΔθ ).
This formula can be rearranged to calculate specific
heat capacity.
The amount of energy needed to change the state
of a substance, without a change in temperature,
depends on the mass and type of a substance.

WHEN A SUBSTANCE CHANGES STATE, MASS IS
CONSERVED.
When a substance changes state, the same number
of particles are still present, however the
arrangement of these particles has changed (not
the amount).
Changes of state are physical changes.
Particles in solids, liquids and gases are always
moving, they have internal energy.

DISPLACEMENT CAN BE USED TO MEASURE THE
DENSITY OF AN IRREGULAR SOLID.
Density = mass/volume

ENERGY MUST BE TRANSFERRED TO MAKE THINGS
MOVE.
The greater the mass of an object and the faster an
object is going, the greater the kinetic energy.
We can calculate the kinetic energy (Ek) of an object
by using this equation:
Ek = ½ mv2
The higher an object is off the ground the more
gravitational potential energy it has.

Key Facts

Forces in springs, Specific heat capacity, Latent heat

Year 11 - Cycle 1 - Physics
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Unit 12 - Choice of Career
aider
to help
avoir horreur de
to hate
bien payé(e)
well paid
le / la chanteur / chanteuse singer
le / la client / cliente
customer
le / la coiffeur / coiffeuse
hairdresser
le commerce
business
l’infirmier / infirmière
nurse
l’instituteur / institutrice
primary school teacher
s’intéresser à
to be interested in
le / la malade
(medical) patient
nettoyer
to clean
le / la patron / patronne
boss
la perte de temps
waste of time
soigner
to care for
le stage en entreprise
work experience
le / la vendeur / vendeuse
shop assistant
avouer
to confess
le bureau
office
le cabinet
office
la canne
walking stick
compter sur
to rely on
la confiance en soi
self confidence
se débrouiller
to cope
la demande d’emploi
ob application
le droit
law
l’embauche (f)
recruitment
l’entreprise (f)
business, company
l’entretien (m)
interview
l’équipe (f)
team
exercer
to carry out, to practise
franchir une étape
to go to the next level
gourmand(e)
greedy
manquer
to lack
le métier
job
la petite annonce
job advert
poursuivre
to pursue
provoquer
to cause
la publicité
advertisement
l’usine (f)
factory

Unit 11 - University or Work
aller en fac
to go to university
l’apprenti / apprentie
apprentice
l’apprentissage (m)
apprenticeship
le diplôme
qualification
en avoir marre de
to be fed up with
l’enseignement (m)
education
faire une année sabbatique to have a gap year
la filière
option, choice
la formation
training
l’ingénieur (m)
engineer
le lycée
sixth form college
malgré
despite, in spite of
le / la mécanicien /
mechanic
mécanicienne
passer le bac
to take the
baccalauréat (= A levels)
à temps complet
full time
à temps partiel
part time
l’amélioration (f)
improvement
ancien(ne)
former, exle comportement
behaviour
la comptabilité
accountancy
le conseil de classe
class meeting (to
discuss progress)
le / la conseiller(-ère)
careers adviser
d’orientation
décevant(e)
disappointing
le domaine
area
dur(e)
hard
embaucher
to take on, to employ
faire le bilan
to evaluate, to assess
faire un stage
to do a work placement
la filière professionnelle
vocational course
mériter
to deserve
l’orientation (f)
options
le point faible
weakness
le point fort
strength
ravi(e)
delighted
le redoublement
repeating the school year
se renseigner
to get information
le stage
course
suivre
to follow
le trimestre
term

Unit 10 - Life at School and College

avoir raison
to be right
avoir tort
to be wrong
bien équipé
well equipped
le bruit
noise
le car de ramassage
school bus
le / la correspondant(e)
pen friend
distribuer
to hand out
être d’accord
to agree
l’intimidation (f)
bullying
mieux
better
pas mal de
a lot of / lots of
passer un examen
to sit an exam
pénible
painful, dreadful, annoying
pire
worse
le principal
headteacher
tard
late
le temps libre
free time
tôt
early
vrai(e)
true
contre
against
le côté
side
le / la directeur / directrice
headteacher
distribuer
to give out
écrire
to write
en arrière
backwards
en retard
late
falloir
to be necessary
s’habiller
to get dressed
interdit
not allowed, forbidden
la laine
wool
la mode
fashion
nettoyer
to clean
porter
to wear
pour
for, in favour
propre
clean
la récompense
reward
sale
dirty
les vêtements de marque
designer clothes

Unit 9 - School and Subjects

amusant(e)
fun, enjoyable
l’anglais (m)
English
la biologie
iology
la chimie
chemistry
la cour
playground
le cours
lesson
le dessin
art
les devoirs (m)
homework
le / la directeur / directrice
headteacher
l’élève (m / f)
pupil
l’EPS (f)
PE
faire attention
to pay attention
faire des efforts
to make an effort
fatigant(e)
tiring
le français
French
l’informatique (f)
ICT
l’instituteur(-rice)
primary school teacher
insuffisant(e)
poor
intéressant(e)
interesting
la langue
language
les maths (f)
maths
la matière
school subject
la musique
music
les notes (f)
marks
oublier
to forget
la pause-déjeuner
lunch break
la physique
physics
le professeur
secondary school teacher
les progrès (m)
progress
la récré(ation)
break
acheter
to buy
les affaires (f)
belongings
apprendre
to learn
le cartable
school bag
comprendre
to understand
demander
to ask
distribuer
to give out
l’emploi (m) du temps
timetable
énerver
to annoy
l’ordinateur (m)
computer
la poubelle
bin
le professeur principal
form teacher
remarquer
to notice
la seconde
year 11
la sixième
year 7
le trajet
journey
voyager
to travel

Year 11 French Knowledge Organiser - Cycle 1
Theme 3 - Current and Future Study and Employment
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Voudrais-tu travailler à l’étranger?

l’avenir?

Quel métier voulais- tu faire quand tu étais plus jeune?

Week 6: Qu’est-ce qui est le plus important pour toi dans un métier? A part le travail, quels sont projets pour

Week 5: Qu’est-ce que tu veux faire plus tard?

Voudrais-tu aller à l’université? Que penses-tu des apprentissages?

Week 4: Tu vas réussir tes examens à ton avis? Qu’est-ce que tu vas faire après tes examens?

you have not finished answering from weeks 1 and 2.

Week 3: Que penses-tu de règlement scolaire?Qu’est-ce que tu as mangé hier au collège? + any questions

l’uniforme? Parle moi d’une journée typique au collège?

Week 2: Pourquoi as-tu choisi d’étudier le français? Fais-moi une description de ton collège? Tu aimes

Que penses-tu de la journée scolaire? (always give reasons)

Week 1: Quelles matières étudies-tu cette année? Quelle est ta matière préférée? Aimes-tu aller au collège?

These are the GCSE questions you will answers this cycle:

Grammar
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The spread of technology, culture and ideas around the
world.
• Many people now work for Global Brands in the IT
sector.
• Importing goods has become cheaper.

1945-79: Unprofitable state run businesses, e.g. British Rail
propped up the Government.
1979-2010: State businesses sold off (privatisation). Improve
efficiency and reduced costs. Unprofitable closed down.
2010+: Rebalancing the economy (increase manufacture encourage new businesses by encouraging global firms to
locate in the UK and improve transport to help attract
business.

Globalisation

Government
Policies.

Industrial based on producing / extracting Raw Materials;
Farming; Fishing and Mining.

Manufacturing Industries; Car factories, Power stations.

Service Based Industries; Armed Forces, Teaching, Chef
Footballer.

Research and Development; Research Scientist.

Primary industry

Secondary

Tertiary

Quaternary

The UK has shifted from
an agricultural primary economy
In 1800s through a secondary
manufacturing economy following
the Industrial Revolution in the
1900s to a Present day
Post-industrial economy

Sectors of the Economy

The decline of traditional manufacturing industries such as
manufacturing due to;
• Machines and technology replacing people and
• Other countries producing cheaper goods e.g. China.

De-industriali
sation

Causes of Economic Change

What is development?

The Changing UK Economy.

Quaternary sector has grown since the 1970s. 79% of UK GDP.
Finance in the major part of the sector accounting for 10% of GDP.
Research employs over 60 000 highly qualified people and are
estimated to contribute £3 Billion to the economy.
Based at University expected to be the future growth area.

Services and Finance
Research Science and
business parks.

Aa area of land occupied by a cluster of businesses.

A business park

Example: Drakelands Tungsten Mine Plymouth

Manufacturing Plants can look dull and affect the visual effect of the landscape.
Industrial processes and waste produces can cause air water and soil pollution.
The transport of raw materials and manufacturing causes congestion and air pollution..
Quarry’s can scar the landscape and destroy natural habitats

Making Drakelands more sustainable
Background
• Strict regulations on the scale and blasting. Noise
• World-class tungsten mine
Levels are monitored.
• One of only two mines outside of
• Landscaping to cut down on visual impact.
China with production capacity
• Responsible landscaping and waste post-production.
greater than 3,000tpa tungsten
•
Soils and Water levels monitored for chemicals.
• Contributes 3% of the global supply
•
A new road to bi-pass Hemerdon village to
of Tungsten.
alleviate impact on congestion.
• 6000 people employed.

•
•
•
•

Example of an industrial development made more environmentally sustainable.

Example: Plymouth Science Park
Located close close to Derriford Hospital and the University of Plymouth so they can
share expertise and equipment.
Shared Dry and Wet Labs and Central reception to reduce cost to the small businesses.
Cheap land on the outskirts so an open landscaped site could be created.
Easy access to the A38 so workers and products can move easily in and out of the park.

A group of scientific and technical businesses on a single site.

A science park

Science and Business Parks: Plymouth Science Park

IT has grown massively over the last 20 years. (1.3M work in IT).
Internet connections give people the option to work from home.
The UK is a leading force in the digital economy.

Development of
Information
Technology

Post-industrial Economy: Where manufacturing is replaced by Tertiary and Quaternary.

Why?

Moving Towards a Postindustrial Economy
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Population Decline: Shetland

• Expected fall in the number of children may
result in school closures.
• Ageing population and few young people to
support them.
• Services are closing.

Location/Terrain

• 100 new road schemes by 2020.
• 1300 new land miles added to motorways
SW Super highway.
• 2 Billion road widening on the A303.
• Converting all to dual carriageway.
• Smart motorways use hard shoulders at
busy times to reduce congestion.

Road Investments: SW Highway

• HS2 will be 351 miles of new track linking
London to Birmingham and Birmingham to
Manchester and Leeds. Phase One is
scheduled to open in 2026
• The budget for HS2 is £42.6 billion over 20
years.
• Aim to reduce N/S divide and increase
business links with Europe.

• 2015 recommended £18.6 Billion third
runway at Heathrow.
• This will increase business travellers to the
UK.
• Create more jobs e.g. checking, baggage
handlers.
• People nearby are concerned about the noise
from the planes

Airports: Heathrow Expansion

• 32 million people pass through British ports
each year and employ 120 000 people.
• Liverpool2 is a new deep water port to
double the capacity of imports to over 1.5
million containers.
Results:
• Create thousands of Jobs in the Northwest
boosting the economy.
• Reduce road freight.

Ports: Liverpool 2

Improvements of UK Infrastructure

80% increase in traffic on the road.
Increase in size reduce community spirit.
Young people cannot afford the houses.
A reduction in agricultural employment
Pressure on Local services: Health centres.

Rail Links: HS2

•
•
•
•
•

Impacts

• Population declined by 50% since 1901.
• Increasing due to migration.
• Most migrants from Cambridge and other parts of • Young people have moved away in search
of employment and training
the UK.
• Migrants from Eastern Europe for work.
• Proportion of over 65s is growing.

Population Growth: South Cambridgeshire

Changes to the Rural Landscape

The Changing UK Economy.

• EU: Political Links with the
EU currently under debate
with the referendum

• UK is a member of the
commonwealth most of which are
former British colonies. There are
important trading and cultural links
between members including the
Commonwealth games.

Political Links.

• TRADE: The UKs most significant trading partner is the EU although
this is under threat due to Brexit. Historically UK trades with USA.
Trade with China is growing.
• CULTURE: English Language has helped to promote the spread of
UK culture. TV shows are one of the most important exports from
the UK. in 2013-14 it accounted for £1.28 Billion.
• IT: 99% of Internet traffic passes along underwater cables. Most
connections are through the UK and USA. Aim to connect London to
Tokyo with a High Speed Cable.

The UK’s Place in the Wider world.

Strategies to reduce the
• A real economic and a imagined
Divide
social difference between the
North and the South of England. • Creation on the Northern
Powerhouse to attract business
• The South has higher Incomes
to centres such as Manchester.
and a longer life expectancy.
• BUT the South has higher houses • Creation of Local enterprise
partnership (LEP) which identify
prices and more traffic
business needs and provide the
congestion.
reductions in rents and provide
Causes:
facilities.
• Closures of northern heavy
industries in the 1970s e.g. Coal • High profile business moves.
e.g.BBC from London to Media
Mine and Steel Plants.
City in Manchester.
• Fast Growing service sector in
London.

Regional Difference: The North-South Divide
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Mitigation (way to stop)
Keep to the path
Keep safe distance

Primary data - those you collect first hand.
Secondary data - those published by someone else.
Additionally, primary and secondary data can be
categorised into quantitative (measurements) and
qualitative (opinions) data.

Risk
Falling in the river
Debris from building site

Secondary Research
b) The Cost of the Houses affected by the flooding:
Okehampton Street
www.Zoopla.co.uk
Calculate the average cost of the houses that would be
affected by the flooding if the flood defences we not in
place.
Average Price £205.97 Total Cost for Okehampton street
£4.1Million.
c) The history of the Flooding.
Using the website
www.exetermemories.co.uk/ timeline of the flood history
of the river Exe to help me assess the scale of previous
flood.

Geographical theory:
Research into
Hard engineering mn-made artificial structures to
control flooding. e.g. Relief channels, embankment, levees.
Soft engineering working with natural river processes
to manage flood risk. e.g. floodplain zoning and river
restoration.

Methods of data collection:
Method 1: Flood Defence Map
● Walking along the River Exe
● Observed and recorded the flood defences
present. Created a key for each different
flood defence
● Placed these on our base map.
● Marked on the areas of land being protected.
Justification (why we did it):
● To work out if there was a relationship
between the location of a defence and the
value of the land.
Limitations / suggestion for improvement
● Could not see all sections of the river.
● Did not have access to the areas being
protected.
● Need aerial photographs to fill in the gaps.
Method 2: Field sketch and photo
Method: At the River Exe we found an area
where we could clearly see the defences. We
then drew a sketch of the flood defence and
annotated the sketch with our observations. We
later used this to annotate a picture back in the
classroom.

Page 1

Other Methods Used
Questionnaire Survey: To assess whether the locals
and tourists thought the river management
techniques were successful, I asked them for their
opinions of the flood defences. This is an example of
qualitative data collection

I am limited by my ability to draw and also the time it
takes to make several sketches along the river. A
suggestion here is to use technology to improve the
method. Tablets allow photographs to be taken and
then the information can be annotated straight onto
the picture, giving a far more accurate representation
of the defence.

Limitations and suggestions for
improvement.

sketches are visual data that show aspects of the
area. They help you to make detailed observations
about the river defences and their environment as
well as providing a way to record additional
information such as height of the defence, material
they made from and the specifics about that areas
being protected.

Justification (why we did it): Field

Physical fieldwork title: How successful are river flood management techniques along the River Exe in Exeter?
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The scale of the base map provided an
issue because in the areas around the city
centre, there were three defences
present (Concrete Bank, levee and flood
wall). The symbols use covered the some
of the view of the area being protected. A
10:000 scale map would be more
appropriate.

Suggestions for
improvements:

The map clearly shows the distribution of
the flood defences along the River Exe
and the relationship the defences have to
the areas being protected.

Justification of the
Presentation:

Presentation of results 1:
Flood Defences Map.

6ft wall and
10ft leave

There is a limited special element to the data
presentation. By placing the annotated
photographs on to a map it would make it
much easier to see how the defences change
along the length of the river.

Suggestions for improvements:

The Sketch map clearly communicates the
detail and arrangement of the flood defences.
This gives far more information then the base
map. In addition, the annotated photograph
can be compared with older photographs to
show how the defences have changed through
time and can be used in the future to assess
the impact of a flood on the area.

Justification of the Method:

5m concrete
bank

Expensive
homes/flats

Presentation of results 1:
Annotated Sketches

Page 2

One possible source of error in my physical investigation was only using
random sampling. This may have created bias or gaps in my results as I may
have only questioned people who I was comfortable talking to. My results
may not fully represent people's opinions.
To Improve I could obtain the flood model which would show the area
which is likely to be flooded with the 50 year simulation. This would identify
the area most at risk.

Limitations and suggestions for Further Research.

The land use map gave me an insight into the different defences and their
relationship to the land being protected. For example the position of the
flood relief channel was located just before the river reached Exeter City
Centre. At this point the defences switched to the concrete bank and the
new flood wall. The sketched showed me the position of these three defences
and allowed me to see that they still provided access for the members of the
public to use the river walkway. This is an indicator of success as they do not
interfere with day to day life while still providing significant flood protection.
From the questionnaire results I can see that of the people surveyed, 74% of
people either agreed or strongly agreed that the defences were good for the
area. I also noted that the most people surveyed were working in the area
(41%)
The conclusion that I can draw from my physical fieldwork is that the river
flood management techniques along the River Exe are successful. I am not
fully confidence with this conclusion though as they have not been fully tested
in a flood event. Most of my data generally just shows there position rather
than how effective they are. The data which supports my conclusion the most
is may mapping of the defences as this shows an excellent coverage and
variation of flood defence down the river. My conclusion would be even
firmer if I had evidence of the area surviving a flood event.

Conclusions

Physical fieldwork title: How successful are river flood management techniques along the River Exe in Exeter?
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We looked at GOAD maps from 2004
before the redevelopment started and
compare them with 2012 GOAD maps and
out own Shopping Survey Maps for
Princesshay and nearby Sidwell Street.
Princesshay saw a large drop in Vacancy
rates from 20 Units to O. An an
improvement in Shopping quality. Small low
quality Shops like the Blue Boy gifts have
been replaced with Apple and Riees. There
was very little change in the Shopping quality
in Sidwell Street.
Old Photographs of Princesshay from 2004
taken from www.exetermemories.co.uk.
Help use assess the visual change of the
Redevelopment which could be used in our
environmental quality survey.

Secondary Research:

human fieldwork because we were able to
study the recent redevelopment of the
Princesshay Shopping Centre.
We would be able to collect data from
shops and from the general public.
Quantitative data such as shop type would
be highly accurate as we would be there to
collect it. There would be a large number of
people so we could collect enough
questionnaires to give reliability to the data.
We should therefore be able to assess the
success of the Project

Princesshay was a suitable location for our

Why Choose Exeter City Centre
as a Human Fieldwork Location?

So we were
not vulnerable
to an attack

We stayed in
groups of three and
were careful about
who we approached

We were asking
members of the
public to complete
our questionnaire
so there was
stranger danger

Human error- based on opinion. The EQS was limited in ranking eg no
option for no green space. This Could be improved by a More
detailed ranking system. Taken a central tendency (average) for each
of the point and carrying a EQS at multiple places along the streets.

Limitations and suggestions for improvement.

will have an environment which is well designed, attractive and well
looked after. This is a quantitative method which not only judges the
overall quality of the shopping environment as a whole but also
identifies which factors the shopping centres does well / poorly at.

Justification (why we did it): A thriving shopping centre

Method: We visited two Site in Exeter City centre and visually judged
the quality of the shopping environment. Using a table we used 6
evaluation factors including litter, building design and green space. We
scored each individual evaluation factor for each place. We then
recorded a total score.

Methods of data collection
Method 1: Environmental quality Survey EQS

So we were
able to contact
a teacher

Outcome

So we all carried
mobile phones and
wrote down specific
meeting points and
times

Mitigation

There was a risk in
town of becoming
separated from the
group and getting
lost

Risk

Page 1

included here but you could discus in the exam)
Questionnaire: To same method as the Physical
fieldwork. Justification For Princesshay to be successful the
population must like it so they make repeat visits.
Shop Survey: To measure the types of shops to see if a
variety of national and international brands had chosen to
open their shops in Princesshay and to assess vacancy rates.

Other Data Collected on the day (method not

The collection could be improved by
Repetition and collection at different times of the day. The
carry out the statistical test of taking the mean/central
tendencies so we remove daily variation.

At different times of the day there will be more/less people
so if we counted during a lunch break the result is likely to
be higher. There may also be a Human error-miscounting

Limitations and Suggestion for Further
Work

extent to which Princesshay is popular with people. A
higher footfall will indicate success. Likewise, footfall in
other areas may indicate a negative impact on areas close
to Princesshay such as Sidwell Street. I lower footfall would
indicated that it may have pulled people away from these
areas.

Justification: We carried out the survey to assess the

Stood and counted the number of pedestrians that passed
within a 1 minute a 10 different locations including
Princesshay and Sidwell Street. The data was recorded on a
tally chart that was linked to a map.

Method 2: Pedestrian / Footfall Survey

Human fieldwork title: What impact has the Princesshay Redevelopment Project had on Exeter City Centre?
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Only the data collection points area real data. The
points between them are inferred and therefore
could be inaccurate. Although it shows that there are
a large amount of people in an area, They might not
be using the area and just passing through.
It could be improved by using more data collection
points so few areas are implied. Annotations of what
the people are doing in each area could be added.
An alternative method would be Located Bar Charts.

Suggestions for improvements:

Isoline maps show the flow of pedestrians through an
area using contouring which is put on a base map..
They show gradual change and patterns over a large
spatial area. They use fixed intervals so changes can
be easily identified. The addition of colour/density
shading enhance patterns/trend making them easier
to spot.

Justification of the Presentation:

Presentation of results 1: Isoline
map.

To improve, I need to survey on more than one day as
this would help assess whether I went on a particularly
busy day which could have given a false impression. I
could also undertake stakeholder interviews with shop
managers as they will be able to tell me how their
business have changed since the opening of Princesshay. I
could also conduct secondary Research in order to obtain
retail sales.

Suggestions for Further Research.

A radar plot has no spacial element so it could be
combined with a map to show where the two areas are.
The plot could also be combined with photographic
evidence as a justification of the scores.

Suggestions for improvements:

We chose a radar plot to present the environmental
quality data because you easily visually compare the two
different sites overall and you can also compare each of
the six different evaluation factors readily.

Justification of the Presentation:

Presentation of results 2: Radar Plot
Showing the Environmental Quality
Data

Page 2

The Footfall results which I plotted on an Isoline map show a increase of
pedestrians within the main shopping street of Princesshay, This would
indicate success as it shows that this area is the most popular. Although
lower, footfall is also relatively high along streets adjacent to Princesshay
which potentially indicate success beyond the new shopping. However, it
may just be showing that people are walking through Sidwell street to access
Princesshay.
which would be expected.
The environmental quality of the area showed that the was a major
improvement in the environmental quality of Princesshay across 5 of of the 6
environmental factors compared to the scores from 2004. The evaluation
factor with the worst score was green space which did not seem to be a
feature of the design. However this does not seem to have discouraged
people from visiting as seen by the footfall results.
There score for Sidwell street was still low compared to redeveloped
Princesshay indicating that the redevelopment has not improved
environmental quality beyond its boundaries. The results are fairly subjective
however as the 2004 result were based on old photographs which may not
be fully representative.
The questionnaire results showed that out of the 50 people surveyed 90% of
people either agreed or strongly agreed that the regeneration was good for
the area. I also noted that the most people surveyed were shopping in the
area (38%) showing that they were using Princesshay. The only age from
which was poorly representative were the 60+ age group . This is strong
evidence to indicating that princesshay is a success albeit not necessarily for
all age groups.Finally having carried out the land use survey to assess the
vacancy rates (number of shops that are empty) Showed that was only 1
shop out of the 50 surveyed was empty. This is up from 34% in 2004 . This is
a defined indicators of success as the more shops would be closed if the
public were not using them. This also bucks the national trend of city
centre decline. All four pieces of data help me come to a fairly reliable
conclusion that the Princesshay redevelopment iis very successful

Conclusions

Human fieldwork title: Has the Cabots Circus improve Bristol City Centre

Homework booklet questions
Year 11 Cycle 1 Changing UK economy
1. Outline the causes of deindustrialisation in the UK (4 marks)
2. Suggest how the UK is moving towards a post-industrial economy.
Use Figure 1 and your own understanding. [6 marks]
Figure 1 Some information about Sheffield University’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre.

3. Explain how science and business parks provide opportunities for regional economic
growth (6 marks)
4. Use an example (Drakelands tungsten mine) to describe how industry can be more
environmentally sustainable. (4 marks)
5. Compare the economic challenges associated with rural areas of population growth
and population decline. (6 marks)
6. Explain how road and rail developments improve the UK’s economy. (6 marks)
7. Explain how the UK benefits from close links with the rest of the world (4 marks)
8. Suggest how one or more strategies might reduce regional differences in the UK. (9
marks)
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Timeline
1918 - 9th Nov - Kaiser abdicates
- 11th Nov - Armistice signed
1919 - Jan - Sparticists Uprising
- June Treaty of Versailles
- July - Weimar Republic set up
1920 - Kapp Putsch
1922 -Walther Rathenau assassinated
1923 - French invade Ruhr
- Hyperinflation
- Munich Putsch
1924 - Dawes Plan
1925 - Locarno Pact
1926 - Germany joins League of Nations
1928 - Kellogg-Briand Pact
1929 - Young plan
- Stresemann dies
- Wall street Crash
1930 - Bruning Chancellor
1932 - Von papen / Von schleicher chancellor
1933 - Jan - Hitler Chancellor
- Feb - Reichstag Fire
- March - Enabling act
1934 - June - Night of Long Knives
- August Hitler Fuhrer

Weimar Republic - 1919-34
Key words
Abdicates - gives up the throne
Anschluss - Union germany and Austria
Armistice - truce - agreement to stop fighting
Assassination - political murder
Constitution - rules on how a country will be
run
Diktat - dictated peace
Dolschlus - stabbed in the back
Freikorp - ex service men employed as
security by government
Hyperinflation - prices rising out of control
November Criminals - those who had signed
the armistice
Passive resistance- go on strike
Propaganda - the message you want people
to have
Proportional representation - percentage of
votes = percentage of seats in Reichstag
Prosperous - rich
Putsch - attempted take over
Reichstag - german Parliament
Reparations - money Germany had to pay for
WW1
Republic - country without a monarch
SA - Stormtroopers
Swastika - Nazi logo
Twenty - five points programme - Manifesto
War Guilt Clause- take full responsibility for
starting WW1

Germany 1918 - the problems:- Severe hardship -no food or fuel
- Losing the war - humiliation
- Chaos and violence on the streets
- Kaiser abdicated
- Flu epidemic killed more than the war
Weimar Republic - Constitution- very
democratic- set up july 1919 - Ebert 1st
President
President - Head of state - elected every 7
years by the people over 20. In charge of
army , elected Chancellor and Article 48 let
him rule alone in times of Crisis
Chancellor - day to day running of the
country
Reichstag- Parliament elected every 4 years
by proportional representation
Reishsrat - contained members of local
regions could delay passing laws
Problems
Proportional Representation - created small
ineffective governments. Difficult to make
decisions
Article 48 - meant President could take
control
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Treaty of Versailles - 28th June 1919 Diktat
Germany:- Completely responsible for WW1
- To pay compensation = reparations
- Armed forces to be 1000,000 men, 6
battleships , no tanks, subs or planes
- Rhineland demilitarised
- No Anschluss
- Lost 13% of her land
Germany blamed Weimar Republic
(November Criminals) and believed in
Dolschlus
Years of Unrest 1919-23
Spartacists Uprising - Jan 1919 led by Karl
Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg
Tried to take over Berlin by asking workers to
go on strike(50,000). Took control of the
newspaper head office. Freikorp were sent in
to regain control. 100 spartacists were killed
including both leaders
Kapp Putsch 1920 - Wolfgang Kapp and
Freikorp wanted a right wing government.
They marched into Berlin. Ebert asked the
workers to go on strike and the putsch failed
French Invasion Of Ruhr - Germany couldn’t
pay reparations so the French invaded to
take it for themselves. Weimar ordered
passive resistance and said they would pay
the people. To do this they printed more
money this caused inflation. To solve this
they printed more money = hyperinflation.
1924-9 - The Golden Years?
Streseman ended passive resistance and
introduced Rentenmark (new currency).
International relations - aimed at improving
Germany's position and building allies
Dawes Plan 1924 - USA would lend
Germany money to rebuild and pay
reparations
Locarno Pact -Germany agreed to her
borders with France as a result was allowed
to join League of Nations
Kellogg - Briand Pact - countries promised
not to use violence in disputes
Young Plan - reduced reparations
BUT although economic recovery seemed to
be happening it was all based on USA’s
money
Domestic Situation
Living conditions improved for working class
- Unemployment fell
- Real wages increased
- Massive house building programme
- Workers insurance
But middle class couldn’t get any of this
Women - all could vote, jobs were more
available, new sports and fashions. Divorce
easier
Culture - freedom of expression resulted in
creativity and innovation. Bauhaus - new
architecture. Berlin became the New Paris
Rise of the Nazis 1919-34
German workers Party started in 1919 by
Anton Drexler
Jitler joined and became Propaganda leader
He introduced the swastika, SA and 25
points programme. By 1921 he was leader
Munich Putsch- 1923 - Beer Hall Putsch
Hitler’s soldiers occupied a beer hall where
local government were having a meeting. He
declared a revolution and marched into
Munich with Sa. Police found out and were
waiting for them. Hitler was arrested and
went to prison
His trial was a great propaganda event Hitler’s prison was more like a holiday. Here
he was able to gather his thoughts write his
book and he met many of the people who
would become important to Nazis success.
He also decided that he needed to turn the
Nazi party into a political party and gain
power through legal means.
Lean Years 1924 - 9 (for the Nazis)
Nazi lost support so spent time:- Writing Mein Kampf
- Set up Hitler Youth and SS
- Introduced Propaganda
- Reorganised the Party
- Bamberg Conference
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Years 1929-33
The Depression
October 1929 the USA stock market crashed
USA recalled their loans
German economy collapsed
Mass unemployment and poverty
Attempts to solve the problem
1930 - chancellor Bruing introduced tough
economic policies( reduced salaries/ raised
prices/ increased taxes
1932 - VonPapen replaced Bruing but he
could not get anything passed through the
Reichstag
December 1932 Von schleicher leader of the
army persuaded Hindenburg to make him
chancellor so he could deal with the growing
problem of Hitler
Nai support was growing - people saw Hitler
as their main hope. Big business supported
him because they did not want communism
to be successful
1928 Nazi had 3% of the vote
1932 they had 38% and were the biggest
party
January 1933 - Von Papen persuaded
Hindenburg to make Hiter Chancellor with
him as vice Chancellor because he believed
he could control him.
July 1933- all political parties apart from the
Nazis were banned

1933
January -Hitler is chancellor but still has
many problems in the way of being in control
Communists - Reichstag Fire - February
The parliament building catches fire and a
dutch communist called Van Der Lubbe is
found inside with a lit torch. Hitler blamed the
communists and used this as an opportunity
to ban communist party (probably the fire
was started by SS.
March elections - Nazi won 48% of vote still
no majority
Enabling Act - would give Hitler the right to
make laws without the Reichstag for 4 years
but they would have to pass it. Won this
through intimidation and an alliance with
Catholic centre party
May 1933 - Trade Unions were banned and
replaced with DAF (German Labour League)
August 1934 - the old president Hindenburg
died. Hitler declared himself Fuhrer which
combined the offices of chancellor and
President together. He had got rid of all
opposition and was now supreme leader of
Germany

1934
Night of the Long Knives
Hitler’s original force the Sa led by ernst
Rohn were proving to be a problem. They
were ill disciplined and Rohn was saying he
wanted to take over the regular army.
Hitler invited Rohn and hundreds of Sa to a
meeting. Here he used the SS to kill of the
main leaders of the SA and many others in
his opposition
The other SA had to swear an oath of loyalty
to Hitler
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THE POLICE STATE – SS,SD, GESTAPO- led by Himmler –
responsible for removing opposition by intimidation – 50,000
members
Gestapo – secret police – arrest and imprison without trial –
send people to concentration camps
Concentration camps – set up 1933 for political prisonersrun by SS – prisoners classified into groups each with
Legal system – National socialist League for maintenance of
law- People’s court tried treason cases. Lawyers had to support
Nazis

Confessional church – led by Niemoller

Reich Labour Service – provided young men with jobs

Strength through Joy – improve leisure time for workers

Beauty of Labour- improve working conditions

German Labour Front – Robert ley – replaced trade unions

3Ks – Kinder, Kurche, Kirche (children, church, cooking)

Concordat- agreement between Nazis and Catholic Church

Josef Goebbels – Minister of Propaganda and Enlightenment

KEY WORDS / PEOPLE
Heinrich Himmler- leader of SS

NAZIS GERMANY – 1933 TO 1939

WOMEN – equal but different –‘ their battlefield was childbirth’ – needed to create
Aryan master race
Dismissed from teaching, law and civil service. Law for Encouragement of marriage – gave
them loans which they could keep when 4 children had. Motherhood cross awarded for 4,
6 and 8 children. appearance – dress simply no makeup, trousers or fancy hairstyle
Successful initially birth-rate increased but then women were needed in work place when
men were called up.
Hitler Youth – German maidens trained them for their future role

PROPAGANDA- Ministry for Enlightenment and propaganda- Goebbels
Censorship – no books without permission. Had to be pro Nazis . May 1933 book
burning.
Nazis controlled cheap people’s radio so could get the Nazi message they were short
wave so they could not pick up things from other countries. Speakers in parks, work
places and public areas made sure people got the message all the time
.Newspapers had to print what Nazis told them – press conferences held regularly. Shut
down any which printed different things
Events– Nazis message- mass rallies- supporting events like Berlin Olympics
Posters – Nazis message everywhere
Films – always had 45 min official newsreel. Theatre produced Nazis plays.
Music and Art was traditional. Hitler had own architect to produce new buildings
Propaganda kept most people loyal to Hitler
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PERSECUTION- social Darwinism – survival of the fittest- eliminate sub-humans
Asocials –homosexuals, gypsies, disabled. 1933 – Sterilisation Act of disabled. Others sent
to camps
Jews – boycott of shops
- Nuremburg laws 1935 – declared non German/ no right to marry a German
- Kristallnacht 1938 – shops and synagogues destroyed
- Ghettos – to keep them together until Holocaust

LIVING STANDARDS – unemployment fell but went up again
in 1938. Job creation scheme building auto bahns- all men 18-25.
But invisible unemployed – women / Jews continued.
Rearmament was real reason unemployment fell
Were people better off ? – Yes – full employment/ Strength
through Joy gave them better leisure time but no l due to lack of
freedom
Farmers were a focus of Nazis they did better than previously
but prices were controlled and many suffered

OPPOSITION
400 Catholic priests sent to camps
Niemoller – Confessional Church – set up alternative church to
the National Reich Chrch
Edelweiss Pirates – listened to Swing / graffiti/ fought Hitler
Youth- 2000 members
Swing Youth – mostly middle class who wore American clothes
and listened to swing
Most people apathetically accepted Nazis

YOUTH
Education – curriculum written to reflect future roles(race studies, drill, eugenics) ( girls
Domestic Science)teachers had to be Nazi approved and attend Nazis courses
HITLER youth – voluntary until 1936- leisure activities to prepare for life as soldier and
indoctrination. Girls as mothers. Success was varied many avoided joining. Started for boys
aged six and girls aged ten. Wore uniforms and were encouraged to spy on their families.
Indoctrination and racial studies were an important part of this

CHURCH – Hitler said people were either German or
Christian not both.
Catholic – Concordat Nazis wold not interfere with Catholic
Church if they stayed out of politics. Catholic youth cubs and
schools shut and priests harassed
Protestants supported the Nazis. Until Miller formed Reich
Church and Niemoller set up a church in opposition
Church objected to compulsory sterilisation and the Nazis
stopped it

Homework booklet questions
Year 11 Cycle 1 Germany
1. Describe two key features of the Weimar Constitution(4 marks)
2. Describe two key feature of the Treaty of Versailles (4 marks)
3. Describe two key features of life in Weimar Germany from 1924 t0 1929(4)
4. Describe two key features of the Nazi policy towards women (4 marks)

5. Give two things you can infer from Source A about how well Germany was being
governed in November 1918 (4marks)

Source A . From the papers of Jan Smuts , South African politician who visited
Germany in 1918
……….the Motherland of our civilisation (Germany) lies in ruins, exhausted by the
most terrible struggle in history, with its people’s broke, starving, despairing from
sheer nervous exhaustion, mechanically struggling forward along the paths of
anarchy(disorder with no strong authority) and war

6. Give two things you can infer from Source B about the reasons for the unpopularity
of the early Weimar Republic
Source B A statement to a parliamentary committee from Hindenburg (chief of staff of
German army) in November 1919
An English general said with justice. The German army was stabbed in the back. No guilt
applies to the good core of the army. Its achievements are just as admirable as those of
the officer corps. Where the gilt lies has clearly been demonstrated . if it needed proof,
then it would be found in the quoted statement of the English general and the boundless
astonishment of our enemies at their victory
After a series of brilliant, unsurpassed success on many fronts, following an
accomplishment by the army and the people for which no praise is high enough, this is the
tragic way in which the war has developed for Germany.

7. Give two things you can infer from Source C about the Freikorp
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8. Write one REA (Reason, Evidence, Answer) paragraph to explain why there were
economic problems in the Weimar Republic from 1919 to 1923. ( You could write
about either Reparations or the F|rench invasion of the Ruhr)
9. Write one REA (Reason, Evidence, Answer) paragraph to explain why Hitler was
able to become Chancellor in January 1933 ( You could write about Wall Street
Crash, Hitler’s methods or failure of Weimar)
10. Write one REA (Reason, Evidence, Answer) paragraph to explain why there was so
little opposition to Hitler from 1933-39 ( you might like to include Propaganda, police
state, or the churchchurch)
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Year 11 Art and Design Knowledge Organiser
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical
understanding of sources.
Key words:
Abstract, Contrast, Design, Detail, Expressive, Final piece, Highlight, Monochrome, Observational, Outcome, Portrait,
Proportion, Realistic, Reflection, Research, Rough, Shading, Smooth, Solid, Surface, Symbol, Armature, Clay, Coiling,
Biscuit, Firing, Glaze, Marquette, Acrylic paint, Cartridge paper, Charcoal, Lino, Masking tape, Oil paints, Palette knife,
Pastels, Watercolour paint, Scalpel, Scissors, Tissue paper, Abstract, Contrast, Design, Detail, Expressive, Batik, Textile
Assessment Objective 2: Creative Making - refine work by exploring ideas and experimenting with appropriate
media, materials, techniques and processes.

Media

The substance that an artist uses to make art.

Materials

The same as media but can also refer to the basis of the art work eg. canvas, paper, clay.

Techniques

The method used to complete the art work, can be generic such as painting or more focused such as
blending.

Processes

The method used to create artwork that usually follows a range of steps rather than just one skill.

Colour
Theory

Primary: Red, Yellow, Blue
Secondary: Primary + Primary
Tertiary: Primary + Secondary
Shades: Add black
Tints: Add white

Pencil

The basic tool for drawing, can be used for linear work or for shading. Coloured pencils can be layered
to blend colours, some are water soluble.

Pen/Biro

Drawings can be completed in pen and shaded using hatching or cross hatching.

Pastel/Chalk

Oil and chalk pastels can be used to blend colours smoothly, chalk pastels give a lighter effect.

Acrylic paint

A thick heavy paint that can be used smoothly or to create texture.

Watercolour

A solid or liquid paint that is to be used watered down and layered.

Gouache

A pure pigment paint that can be used like watercolours or more thickly for an opaque effect.

Pressprint

A polystyrene sheet that can be drawn into, to print the negative image - can be used more than once.

Monoprint

Where ink is transferred onto paper by drawing over a prepared surface. Only one print is produced
using pressure in certain areas.

Collograph

A printing plate constructed of collaged materials, producing prints that are based on textures.

Card
construction

Sculptures created by building up layers of card or fitting together.

Wire

Thick or thin wire manipulated to create 2D or 3D forms.

Clay

A soft, natural, substance used for sculpting. When fired, it can be glazed to create shiny colourful
surfaces. Different techniques included pinching, slab forming, coil building, hand built and wheel thrown.

Batik

A fabric technique using hot wax to resist coloured inks.

Silk painting

Fabric inks painted onto silk. Gutta can be used as an outliner to prevent colours mixing.
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Complimentary: Colours opposite on the colour wheel
Harmonious: Colours next to each other on the wheel
Monochromatic: Shades, tones and tints of one colour
Hue: The pigment
Warm: Red, Orange, Yellow
Cold: Blue, Green, Purple

Assessment Objective 3: Reflective Recording - Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as
work progresses.
Methods of Recording

Annotation

Observational
drawing

Drawing from looking at images or objects.

Describes writing notes, using images and explaining
your thoughts to show the development of your work.

First hand
observation

Drawing directly from looking at objects in
front of you.

Second hand
observation

Drawing from looking at images of objects.

Step 1 - Describe
What is this an image of?
What have you done here?
What was this stage of the project for?

Photographs

Using a camera or smartphone to record
images will class as first hand observation.

Sketches

Basic sketches and doodles can act as a
starting point for development.

Tonal shading

Produce a range of tones by varying the
pressure and layering - consider using softer
pencils for darker shades.

Dark

Light

Step 2 - Explain
How was this work made?
How did you produce particular effects?
How did you decide on the composition?
Step 3 - Reflect
Why did you use these specific methods?
Why do particular parts work better than others?
How would you do things differently next time?

Hatching

Cross-hatching Stumping

Stippling

Stages of Drawing: Basic shapes > Accurate shapes > Detail > Shading
Assessment Objective 4: Personal Presentation - Present a personal and meaningful response that realises
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.
Formal Elements of Art

Developing
your idea as
a final piece

Composition Layouts

Rough - A basic sketch of a final idea
A Visual/Maquette - A small image or model created in the selected materials
Final Piece - An image or sculpture pulling all preparatory work together
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Year 11 - Structures
Keywords: Architecture, pen, watercolour, collage, layered, emotion, tone, texture, detailed, composition, mixed media,
form, perspective, monoprinting, wash, urban, sketching, illustration, depth, colour, layout, scene, painting, observations.

Ian Murphy

Ian Murphy works in a variety of drawing, printing and painting techniques to
produce large bold canvasses. The character and eroded architecture of Venice
has been the inspiration for much of his work. He experiments with collage to
create a textured base for his detailed pen and ink work. The colours and mark
making used within his work creates a very sad and gloomy effect.
The emotion in his work makes you wonder who, if anybody, lives in the
buildings he draws. Look closely to see the different materials and techniques
used within the artwork. What would happen if you changed the colours used?
Would this change the emotion of the piece of work?

Sunga Park

Sunga Park is a Korean artist, graphic designer and freelance illustrator who is
based in Busan, South Korea. Many of her illustrations have been included in
magazines. She is currently visiting Latin America painting watercolours and
sketching the architecture. She is a self-taught artist who enjoys the
‘unpredictable’ nature of watercolours to show natural aspects of the
environment. She states in a recent interview “Watercolours taught me about
life, because I created tons of failures over repeated attempts.”
Much of her work is inspired by the architecture of the places she has travelled
from India to Europe, every place she visits seeps into her work and allows her
to develop her style. She states in a recent interview with Japan Cinema, “I
always focus on showing my feelings through the common architectural
features. When people look at an oriental painting their ideas can float along
with the objects in the piece. I intend to attract the participation of viewers in
this way. For me, art is completed by people’s imagination or appreciation.”

Ian Fennelly

Ian Fennelly creates colourful, layered urban sketches. He begins with a painted
wash to break up the scene where he is studying. This establishes the broad
shapes of the composition. This is a very emotional part of the process as you
are dealing with colour which affects us all in different ways. Watercolour paint
is perfect for this part of the process as they soften easily and create a
wonderful layering effect which enables you to build up tones and hues of
colour.
Then he works on top of the colour with brush pens which adds depth and
tonal value to the image. Then he uses liner makers to add texture and detail.
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Subject: Business Year 11

2020/21

Cycle 1

○ The Keywords
Procurement - Procurement is the process of
managing a business’s major purchases, from raw
materials to delivery vans.
Fluctuate - Rise and fall in number or amount.
Logistics - The transport of raw materials and
goods.
Stock - raw materials/ingredients a business uses
to make its products procured from a supplier.
Perishable - LIkely to go out of date or go off
quickly.
Transaction - act of buying or selling something.
Metric - a standard of measurement.
Differentiate - show that something is different

Managing Quality
Quality Control is the process of checking the
standard of a product’s quality at the end of the
production process. It is an important process as
it helps a business to ensure any faulty products
are not sold to customers.
Quality Assurance is where the business takes
steps at every stage of the production process in
preventing mistakes rather than checking for
mistakes after the item has been made. This saves
on waste and money. Cost of Quality
There are costs to achieving better quality, these
being; - cost of inspection and checking
- cost of training staff to check their own
quality
Costs of poor quality are;
~cost of recalling faulty products – embarrassing if
you need to ask customers to give the items back
because of a fault replacing faulty goods. New
items need to be made to replace faulty ones.
~Cost of waste – poor quality needs to be
scrapped
~Cost of producing goods that no one wants
~Cost of legal action if you are sued for poor
quality. Customers may need items urgently and if
you cannot deliver you may get sued.
Maintaining consistent quality
Need suppliers to be reliable and their products
are good quality.
Train staff so know how to do jobs properly / what
desired standards are.
Inspect products every stage of production to
ensure no defects are sent.

Knowledge Organiser

Business Calculations

Gross profit is the profit made after deducting the
costs from making its product or providing its service.
Gross Profit = sales revenue - cost of sales
Net Profit is more accurate as it reflects what the
business has left to spend when ALL costs are
deducted.
Net Profit = gross profit - expenses (known also as
operating costs)
Ratios are used to make comparisons.
Gross Profit Margin helps a business to measure its
gross profit as a percentage of its sales.
Gross profit margin = gross profit x 100 converts to
Revenue
a percentage
Net Profit Margin helps a business to measure its
net profit as a percentage of sales
Net profit margin = net profit x 100 converts to a
;
Revenue
percentage
Average rate of return is used when making
investment decisions. It is the annual amount of
income generated over the lifetime of the investment.
It is calculated as a percentage and is as follows:
Average annual profit (total profit ÷ number of Cost
of investment
years) x 100

Cash Flow

Is the money that flows into and out of the business
on a day to day basis.
Money that flows INTO the business are known as
CASH INFLOWS
Money that flows OUT of the business are known as
CASH OUTFLOWS.
Why is cash important? Cash is like air; profit is
like food. You need cash all the time but you can
survive for a while without profit.
Cash is needed to: • Pay suppliers • Overheads e.g
rent • Employee wages
If a business does not have enough cash to pay for
these things it is likely they will fail as they will have
become insolvent. (Not enough cash to pay their
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Subject: Business Year 11

2020/21

Cycle 1

Involve staff in improving the process
Why does quality matter
Customers are more likely to come back and
recommend a business if they can trust its quality.
A bad experience however may lead to customers
not coming back, and telling their friends of their
bad experience Avoiding mistakes also saves
money – no need to scrap it and re-make
another.It gives a business a COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE if it can have a high level of quality
whilst controlling its costs.

Business Revenue, Costs and Profits
Revenue is simply another name for the money a
business gets from selling their goods or services.
Revenue is also known as sales revenue, turnover,
sales turnover

Knowledge Organiser

debts.)
Cashflow Forecast
• Cash IN
• Cash OUT
• Net cash flow – the difference between cash in
(inflows) and cash out (outflows). You want this to be
in CREDIT
• Opening balance – a business's cash position at
the start of the month (Use last months closing
balance)
• Closing balance – how much a business has at the
end of the month.
It is calculated by: adding the net cash flow and the
opening balance. This figure then becomes the
opening balance for next month

Breakeven

Break-even level of output is the point where total
revenue exactly equals total costs, so it is where TR =
TC. It is the number of units a business needs to sell
Sales Volume is the number of products or services
to cover its costs. it can be calculated by:
sold by a company over a period of time.
Fixed costs
Selling price-variable cost
The formula to calculate sales revenue is
A
business
needs
to work its break-even point out so
Revenue = Price per item sold x quantity of
it can assess how many it needs to make and sell to
items sold (Or R = P X Q)
cover all its costs.
Costs are outgoings associated with a business.
A margin of safety is the total number of sales
There are two main types of costs involved with
minus the break even number. So if a plane sells 400
running a business seats and its break-even number per flight is 250 then
Fixed costs: costs which do not change when the it has a margin of safety of 150. A break-even chart
output of a business increases. (e.g. when more
is shown below:
products made)
Variable costs: costs which change directly with
the output of a business (e.g. increase when you
make more products and decrease when you make
less products)
The formula to calculate sales revenue is
Variable Cost = Cost per unit to make x
quantity of items made

Cost – this is the amount of money a business
needs to pay out e.g. for stock, wages, bills etc.
Profit is when the revenues of a business are
greater than its costs.

Impact of changes in revenue and costs
If revenue increases and costs do not rise by the
same amount, there will be an increase in profits. If
costs rise more than revenue however then profits
will go down.If costs increase then profits can be
reduced. Passing on costs to customers means prices
going up but risk is customers may not pay the
increased prices.

Loss is when the revenues of a business are less
than its costs

Costs decreasing usually means an increase in profits

Price – This is the amount of money you charge a
customer to buy your product or service.

How to calculate profit/ loss
Profit/Loss = Total Revenue – Total Costs
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CYCLE 1 - Know how food can cause ill health

Unit 1 : LO4 Know how food can cause ill health
KEY TERMS
HWK 1
Bacteria: microscopic
single
celled living organisms
(some can cause food
poisoning)
Contaminate: making a
food unsafe to eat by
allowing it to come into
contact with microbes
that will grow and
multiply
Food spoilage: when
something happens
which makes food
unfit/unsafe to eat
Microorganism:
Tiny plants and animals
that are only visible
under a microscope
Pathogenic: something
that is capable of causing
illness
Toxins: another name
for poisons.

Cross contamination:
HWK 1
When microbes from
one place are transferred
onto food contaminating
it.
Examples include:
-not washing your hands
between touching raw
chicken and other food.
-sneezing into your hand
and not washing them
before handling food.
-using the same knife to
cut raw fish and fresh
bread that has only been
quickly wiped clean
between with a dirty
dishcloth.
-storing muddy
vegetables next to
cooked meat.
Washing hands regularly
when cooking is essential
as is using clean
equipment.

HWK 3
High risk foods:
Foods high in protein and moisture.
Meat, fish, poultry, eggs, shellfish, seafood

Growth conditions
needed for bacteria
HWK 2
A suitable
temperature: all
microbes have an
optimum temperature
where they grow fastest.
At high temperatures
they are destroyed and
at low temperatures they
become dormant
(asleep)
Moisture supply: If
there is not enough
water they cannot grow
or multiply as its needed
for biological processes.
Food supply: Need
nutrients and energy
Time: the more suitable
the conditions the
quicker they will grow
The right pH

How can growth and
multiplication of
microbes be
controlled?
HWK 2
Cook food thoroughly
Do not leave in a warm
room for a long period
of time
Cool down cooked food
within 90 minutes and
refrigerate or freeze
Preserve food by drying
it or with high
concentrations of salt or
sugar
Keep food covered
Keep food away from
contaminated areas
Store, cook and cool
foods quickly and
thoroughly
Use food by its use by
date
Preserve food in acid

HWK 3
Low risk foods:
Dry foods
Cereal, crackers, bread, jam, pickles

Causes of food related ill health
HWK 3
Microbes:
Bacteria- Bacteria can multiply in the right conditions every 15 minutes. Examples of food poisoning
bacteria
Salmonella: found in eggs, chicken, raw meat. Symptoms of salmonella food poisoning vomiting, diarrhoea,
fever
E.coli: found in raw meat, raw vegetables. Symptoms of E.coli food poisoning vomiting, diarrhoea, stomach
cramps
Listeria : found in raw meat, dairy products, soft cheese. Symptoms of Listeria food poisoning include flu
like symptoms can cause miscarriage of unborn baby
Moulds- Moulds are tiny fungi that send out tiny spores which land on the surface of food, in the right
conditions moulds will grow and multiply causing food spoilage
Yeasts- Yeasts are found in the air and will settle on sweet foods, wild yeasts are used to make sourdough
bread. Yeasts will ferment sugars into Co2 gas and alcohol, lots of pale brown spots will appear on the
surface of food
HWK 4
Chemicals, metals and Poisonous plants
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CYCLE 1 - Know how food can cause ill health
Some of these are very poisonous and can cause serious symptoms such as severe abdominal pain, vomiting,
headache and dizziness within a very short time after consumption. Other chemicals gradually build up in the
body and over a period of time can cause serious damage to tissue and organs, sometimes causing cancer,
liver or kidney failure.
How do they get into the food?
Chemicals
Too much food additive (food colouring, preservatives), Cleaning chemicals left on work surfaces, Poor
storage of chemicals in the food area, Too much chemical pesticide or fertiliser on a vegetable crop,
Environmental pollution (leaks, spills, poor disposal causing them to contaminate streams, rivers, into the
sea, soil), From plastic food packaging.
Metals
Metals react with acids in foods resulting in a chemical reaction that allows the metal to enter the food.
Poisons in Plants
Some contain natural substances that are poisonous to humans. Red Kidney beans, rhubarb leaves, wild
mushrooms, wild berries.

HWK 5
Unit 2 LO3: Be able to cook dishes.
Hygiene
Red Board: Meat
Green board: Vegetables
Wash hands before cooking with hot, soapy water.
Wash hands after handling eggs

Knife skills

Health and Safety
Hold knife in palm flat by side.
Oven gloves for removing trays from the oven
Wash

Bridge grip

Claw grip

HWK 5
Example Time plan
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Time

Process

Special Points/ HACCP/
Contingencies

0

Mis en Place
Collect a green chopping board, sharp knife and
an onion

Wash hands and antibacterial
spray the surfaces
Green board for vegetables
Check ingredients are fresh
and dispose of any that aren’t
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Limited interaction with adults not much
communication and contact with adults

Bond an emotional tie between two people

Social norms and values attitudes and behaviours that
are considered normal by society

Negative role model someone who does not set good
examples

English as an additional language (EAL) when English is
not the first language of a child and the first language to
which the child has been exposed to from birth

Delayed Literacy skills when a child’s reading and
writing skills are not progressing as quickly as other
children of the same age

Poor concentration levels when children find it difficult
to focus on what they are doing and/or focus for long

Delayed fine motor skills the fine movements of a
child’s body are not progressing as quickly as other
children of the same age

Delayed gross motor skills the large movements of a
child’s body are not progressing as quickly as other
children of the same age

Restricted fine motor skills a child unable to control
their small muscles in their bodies as well as children
their own age

Restricted gross motor skills a child unable to control
their large muscles in their bodies as well as children
their own age

Key Terms

Year 11 Cycle 1 Knowledge Organiser Child development

Speaking the same
language as parents
enables them to have a
closer bond which is good
for a child’s emotional
development

Languages spoken are
often linked to culture
and religion, giving
children a strong sense
of self identify and high
self esteem

-

Children learn more than one
language so that they can socialise
with different family members or
members of the community in which
they live. Children may communicate
with family members who live
abroad.

Benefits of children learning
English as an additional
language

Cognitive/intellectual skills are
developed if children think in more
than one language. Their problem
solving and creativity skills are
developed
Children's memory skills
develop which make it
easier for them to retain
information and learn
other languages easier.

Impacts of not being able to initiate play
-Unable to develop own ideas
-No creativity or imagination
-Unable to understand concepts or ideas
-May not lean to control their movements
-May not develop language and social skills

Some children ar abused by their parents. This can mean they do not build
positive relationships with them.

Abuse

Types of disruptive behaviours
-Challenging authority of adults
-Interrupting others for attention
-Defiant behaviour
-Breaking toys or damaging items
Temper tantrums and emotional outbursts
-Hurting others

If parent/parents are ill, they may not spend a lot of time with their child and
play with them, which means their relationships are not developed

If a child spends time away from home, for example in hospital, they may
not spend as much time with their parents as other children

Child’s health
Parents health

This can affect mother ability to cuddle, show affection and interact with her
baby, which can prevent her building an attachment with the child

Children born prematurely may need care away from home. Eg they may
spend their first days in an incubator at the hospital which may prevent them
t
from building an attachment to their parents

Postnatal depression

Premature birth
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•creating a step by step solution to a
problem

Algorithmic
thinking

Binary Search: Finds the middle item in an
ordered list by doing (n+1)/2. IF the middle
item is what it is searching for it stops. If
not, it compares the item you are searching for
to the middle item so that it knows whether to
look in the first half or second half of the
list. Then it repeats these steps until the item
is found
+ More efficient than a linear search
- Only works on an ordered list, complex to

Linear Search: Checks each item in the list one
by one until it finds what it is looking for
+ Simple, list doesn’t need to be ordered
- Not efficient, takes time with lots of data

To find an item in a list, computers need to use
a searching algorithm. A linear search and
binary search are both examples of sorting
algorithms.

SEARCHING ALGORITHMS

•Breaking a problem down into smaller
parts so that it is easier to solve

•Focussing on just the important
details of a problem

Decomposition

Abstraction

COMPUTATIONAL THINKING

2.1 ALGORITHMS
PSEUDOCODE
START
IF the Decision = TRUE
THEN:
Perform Action 1
ELSE
Perform Action 2
ENDIF
END

(n+1)/2 and splits the list in
list is split into individual
(joins) the sublists in pairs.
they are sorted into the

a list, swaps them if
onto the next two
passed through the
of the items need

Insertion Sort: Looks at the second item in a list and compares
it to the items that are in front of it, then inserts it into
the right place. It then moves to the next item in the list and
repeats these steps. + Quick for sorting small lists – slow with
long lists

Merge Sort: Finds the middle item
half. Repeats this step until the
items (sub-lists). It them merges
Each time the sublists are paired
correct order. + Efficient – Slow

Bubble Sort: Checks the first two items in
they are in the wrong order and then moves
items and repeats the process. Once it has
list once it goes through again until none
swapping. + Simple. – Takes a long time

Sorting algorithms sort items into an ordered list.

SORTING ALGORITHMS

FLOWCHART

Cycle 1 – Year 11 Computer Science Knowledge Organiser
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Text eg: “Hello”
Whole number eg: 32
Decimal number eg: 1.2
Two values eg: true or
false
A single character eg: b

Definition

Constant – A value which cannot be
altered as the program is running.

Global Variable – a variable which can
be used in any part of the code after
they are declared

Local Variable – a variable which can
only be used within the structure they
are declared in.

Variable – A value which may change
while the program is running. Variables
can be local or global.

VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS

Casting is when you want to change
between data types. Eg – if you want to
use an integer in a sentence you would
need to convert it to a string.

Character

String
Integer
Float/Real
Boolean

Data
Type

DATA TYPES

Bob
Dave

1

0
0

print(“Bob’s first test score was “ + Grades [0, 1]

The code above creates the 2D array. The code
Below would output:
“Bob’s first test score was 22%”

Grades=[[“Bob”, “22%”, “44%”], [“Dave”,
“85%”, “100%”]]

85%

22%

1

2
100%

44%

Two-Dimensional Arrays – these are lists within lists (like a table)

print(students[1])

This command would print the second item (1)
From the array. It would print “Dave”.

[3]
“Bob”
“Dave”
“Bob”

array students
students [0] =
students [1] =
students [2] =

ARRAYS

Definition

Raises a number to a power eg: 2**3 OR 2 ^3 (=23)
Gives the whole number after a division
Gives the remainder part of a division
Is equal to
Is not equal to
Is less than
Is more than
Is more than or equal to
Is less than or equal to

OPERATORS

One-Dimensional Arrays- this is like a list.
In this example an array has been created called
students. The list can hold 3 items (as shown).

Exponentiation
Quotient/DIV
Remainder/MOD
==
! or <>
<
>
>=
<=

Operator/Function

2.2 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
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answer=input(“Enter password”)
until answer==”letmein123”

do

while answer != ”letmein123”
answer=input(“Enter password”)
endwhile

These condition controlled loops would
check if a password’s correct:

This count-controlled loop would print
“Hello World” 8 times.:
for i=0 to 7
print (“Hello”)
next i

Iteration is when there is
repetition (loops) in code.
This could be a WHILE loop (do
something WHILE a condition is
met) or a FOR loop (do
something for a set number of
times)

Selection is where there are
different paths in your code
eg: IF, ELIF, ELSE

A Sequence is when there are
programming steps that are
carried out one after another.

PROGRAMMING CONSTRUCTS
1
o

2
r

3
d

IF ELSE
If choice == “a” then
print(“You chose A”)
elseif choice==”b” then
print(“You chose B”)
else
print(“Unrecognised choice”)

Switch entry:
case “A”:
print(“You chose A”)
case “B”:
print(“You chose B”)
default:
print(“Unrecognised choice”)

SWITCH/CASE

Selection can be shown using IF/ELSE or SWITCH/CASE

IF/ELSE AND SWITCH/CASE FOR SELECTION

Opens the file in read mode
Opens the file in write mode
Writes a line to the file
Reads one line of the file
Closes the file
Used to determined the end of a file

FILE HANDLING

Purpose
Gives the length of the string
Changes the characters in the string to upper case
Changes the characters in the string to lower case
Gives the character in position i. Eg: x[2] = “r”
Gives the characters from position a with length b.
Eg: x.subString(1,2) = or
Joins (concatenates) two strings together

The characters in a string are numbered starting
with position 0.

STRING MANIPULATION

Myfile=openRead(“myfile.text”)
Myfile=openWrite(“myfile.text”)
Myfile.writeLine (“Hello”)
Line1=myfile.readLine()
Myfile.close()
endOfFile()

+

Function
x.length
x.upper
x.lower
x[i]
x.substring(a,b)

0
W

2.2 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES CONTINUED
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A procedure without parameters
procedure intro ()
print(“Hello”)
print(“Welcome to the game”)
endprocedure

SELECT name FROM students
WHERE name LIKE “% Smith”
SELECT name FROM students
WHERE gender=male AND
attendance > 90
SELECT * from students

LIKE

*

AND

Example
SELECT name, age
FROM students
SELECT name FROM students
WHERE gender=male

Commands
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

What it does
Displays the name and age of
everyone in the students table
Displays the name of everyone in
the students table who’s gender
is male
Displays the students names that
end with Smith.
Displays the students who are
male and have an attendance of
more than 90.
Selects all of the fields from
the students table

SQL is the language used to manage and search databases.

SQL (Structured Query Language)

function double(number)
print number*3
endfunction

Functions must take at least one parameter and must return a value:

A procedure with parameters
procedure intro (name)
print(“Hello “ +name)
print(“Welcome to the game”)
endprocedure

Procedures are a set of instructions stored under a name so that you
can call the procedure to run the whole set of instructions.
A function is like a procedure but always returns a value.
Parameters are variables used to pass values into a function or
procedure.

SUB PROGRAMS

2.2 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES CONTINUED

Sally Roberts

print(Student3.student_name)

or part of a record can be accessed:

(1, “Bob Jones”, True)

print(Student1)

The whole record can be accessed using the
variable name:

Student1=students(1,”Bob Jones”, True)
Student2=students(2,”Steve Smith”, False)
Student3=students(3,”Sally Roberts”, True)

Data can be assigned using variables:

record students
int student_number
string student_name
bool passed_test
endrecord

A record can be created like this:

Records are a data structure used to store
a collection of data. They can store
information of different data types.
Field = each item in a record is a field.
Each field has a name and data type.

RECORDS
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Emancipation of Expressionism:
Responding to a stimulus – Til Enda

What makes a good rehearsal?

Being on time, motivated and having a plan to work
from








Collaboration – Leonard Bernstein

Themes: dreams and love

Consider target audience
Plan and organise rehearsals
Set tasks for the dancers
Understanding of dance techniques
Good communication skills
Understanding of how to refine and
develop dance through
choreographic devices

Choreographic Approaches

IDENITY
DESCRIBE
ANALYSE

MERIT
DISTINCTION

FACTUAL
INFORMATION
OFFERING MORE
DETAIL
EXPLANATION WHY

Teaching movement material to performers:
the choreographer will teach pre-planned
movement to their dancers to ensure a
consistent approach across the company.

Responding to a stimulus: generating
movement from a starting point e.g an image

Refining and adjusting movement material:
resolving any timing or staging issues
ensuring the performance looks professional.

Collaboration: to work another individual
using their skill set to improve your
performance.

PASS

Refining and adjusting movement material.

The Nutcracker:

Teaching signature dance movements e.g
ninja static and ninja walk

Developing and adjusting street dance
movements in a contemporary way.

Generating movement from a theme

The Nutcracker:

Professional works approaches used
West Side Story

Role of the Choreographer

Year 11 Dance
Knowledge Organiser

Themes: racism, love and hate

West Side Story

Theme: Growth and Struggle

Emancipation of Expressionism is ‘’the ability to express
your emotions freely’’

COMP1A
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Responsibility and Morality - Responsibility is
something the gang is keen to avoid. Phil: ‘Everyone
else stays calm, keep your mouth shut. Tell no one or
we’ll all go to prison.’ Jan and Mark make out Adam’s
manslaughter was just a bit of fun and even make Adam
partly responsible as he was noted to be ‘laughing’ and
they threw rocks at him! The whole group is made
responsible for his death. Phil strategically invents a lie
alibi which tries to deflect the blame by blaming an
imaginary Postman with bad teeth! Through Leah,
Kelly’s most intelligent character, the audience is made
to consider whether we can choose to be like the fierce
Chimps or Sociable Bonobos. Dennis Kelly seems to be
asking: what should humans be? Shall we be moral
creatures, or should we be prepared to abandon all
morality to preserve a group?

Bullying and Mind Games- Both play an important part
in establishing the social order and cohesion of the
group. The most ruthless rise to the top. Unchecked
bullying inevitably leads to tyranny. Phil’s long and
torturous silences manipulate Leah. Psychological
bullying as well as the physical abuse of Adam is a
predominant theme. The weaker members of the group,
Danny, the aspiring dentist, and Brian are used cynically
by Phil to help in the cover-up and are damaged, as is
everyone else in the process. Everyone is changed by
what happens but not always in the way that we might
expect.

Jan and Mark:
Appear as a chorus together - good friends who think alike and finish each
other's sentences. They give the audience information about what is happening in the plot.

Gang Membership - Becoming a member of the gang
is fiercely competitive, Adam risks his life. The gang has
its own set of rules overriding those of the world outside,
which going outside the gang’s rank is a no no. No
matter what the circumstance the gang will defend itself,
not just from outsiders but from itself. Power struggles
within the group are evident.

Cathy: Is excited rather than horrified by the police investigation. She seems to enjoy conflict
and is a cruel and disturbed character who at the end is prepared to kill Adam. She is capable
of violence and cruelty towards others.

Richard; seems to be a responsible character and when we first meet him he appears to have
the potential to be a leader.

Adam:
The victim, he is weak, he is desperate,lonely and bullied. When he does appear, his
speech is confused and staggered.

Lou:
Another follower – she swears a lot and again panics over Adam’s death. She is often
quiet and is easily manipulated.

Brian: The weakest link in the group. The other characters must see him as such and
someone the police could believe to be a victim of the ‘fake man’. He is the only character to cry
and it’s obvious that he’s visibly affected by Adam’s death.

Danny: Intelligent but is a follower. He is disturbed by Adam’s death and is terrified that it will
affect his future – he wants to be a dentist.

John Tate: At first he appears to be the leader of the gang, he feels incredibly guilty by the
death of Adam. He even tries to ban the word ‘death’. Only in one scene.

Phil: Although silent in the scenes between him and Leah, where he constantly eats, Phil can
be a powerful figure when he is with the other characters. They listen to him and seem
frightened of him. He is at the top of their social hierarchy.

Leah: The talkative girlfriend of Phil, whose dialogue is usually written in long monologues Phil listens but rarely speaks to her. She is intelligent and refers to science, particularly in the
bonobos speech.

DNA Characters:

DNA Themes:

DRAMA - YEAR 10 - KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER C2
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A1. Factors affecting Health & Wellbeing

What you need to know:
- recommendations
Lack of exercise:
– benefits at each life stage
Stiff joints
Exercise is a lifestyle choice
Poor stamina/strength
- gentle – walking, housework
Obesity
- moderate – light jog, steady swim
Stroke
- vigorous – spinning, football
How much?
Heart disease
Changes depending on age. Adult:
Osteoporosis
approx. 150 mins moderate per week
Poorly formed muscle
Why?
P – lower BMI, energy, stamina, strengthen bones & muscle
I – links to better memory and thinking skills
E – increases confidence, Relieve stress, concentrate, relax
S – social interaction, communication, teamwork

Physical activity

condition due to genetic makeup
i.e. heart disease, cancer, diabetes.
Whether they end up developing the conditions depends on
their lifestyle & environmental factors
(.e. Diet, exercise)

Carbohydrates

Starchy
Vitamins
Fibre
Protein
Calcium
Unsaturated fats

Fruit & vegetables
Meat, fish, eggs, beans

Dairy
Oils

(& fibre if wholemeal)

Nutrient

Section

Sugar – rots teeth, high in kcals (energy) ->
tooth decay & weight gain

I – difficulty in decision making, depression, anxiety,

Men & women should drink <14 units/week
stroke & brain damage
1 unit = 1 single spirit
E – poor judgement leading to risky behaviour
1.5 units = 1 pint, 1 small glass of wine
S – relationship
Effect
on PIES breakdown, domestic violence
Avoid saving units for ‘binge’
P – increases risk of disease (cancer, stroke, coronary
Smoking
& Nicotine
– a lifestyle
choice.
Can
increase
risk of addiction
& cancers.
heart disease and others)
Nicotine is an addictive drug found in tobacco
I – addiction leads to irritation, distraction & stress when
products.
unable to smoke. Increase chance of anxiety and
Cigarette smoke contains nicotine, tar, carbon depression.
dioxide & soot which are all harmful.
E – poor self concept. May worry about negative impacts
on health and costs.
People smoke to relieve stress, peer pressure,
S – may feel socially excluded when smoking, people
or are unable to quit. Passive smoking also
Drugs
including
legal and illegal.
may avoid smokers
to smell.
carries–risk
to others
Effect due
of drug
misuses
Prescription misuse - when people take for non medical
Addictive drugs are taken to change the
(recreational use), become addicted to them, take excess, mental state, to give an immediate feeling
of wellbeing or happiness but they have
or take someone else’s.
long term effects. i.e. Paranoia,, sleep
Stimulants - alertness, excitability (i.e. Cocaine, nicotine)
problems, anxiety, depression, suicidal
Depressants –calm, relax (i.e. cannabis, alcohol, heroine)
feelings,
Hallucinogens – cause hallucinations i.e. LSD, ketamine)

Substance
misuse
Alcohol - a lifestyle choice

Ill health -a physical factor which can have a
negative effect on health & wellbeing
What you need to know:
- Effects on a persons PIES, difference between acute & chronic
Chronic
Management:
Comes on more slowly,
Address the negative impacts on the
lasts a long time
person and try to control the symptoms
Usually treated, not cured
(i.e. use of medication, counselling,
i.e. diabetes, arthritis,
schooling in hospital, support groups)
Effect
onheart
PIES –disease
asthma,
P – growth rates, restricted movements
I – disrupted learning, difficulties in thinking./problem solving, memory
problems
E – negative self-concept, stress
SAcute
– isolation, loss of independence, difficulties forming relationships
Starts quickly, lasts for a short period of time. Usually cured
i.e. bacterial/viral infection, flu, broken bones, pneumonia
Management - Usually with medication

What you need to know:
- inherited conditions - predispositions
Genetic inheritance is a physical factor that can have
positive and negative effects
Genes are inherited from both birth parents
Inherited characteristics
- height, eye colour, hair colour
- This can effect self image (how you see yourself) & self
Inherited
esteem,conditions
(how you feel about yourself)
Different versions of genes are called alleles.
Some alleles can be faulty and pass on conditions
Dominant condition
(one parent passes faulty allele on)
i.e. Huntington's – involuntary movements and loss of
intellectual ability
Recessive condition
(both
parents
pass faulty allele on)
Genetic
predisposition
i.e. Cystic
fibrosis
– sticky mucus
on the
lungs
Some
people
are predisposed
(more
likely)
to develop a

Saturated fat – raises blood cholesterol –>
heart disease
*found in animal fats such as meat, butter

Needed for

Dairy

Reduces cholesterol, Keeps the body warm, Protects organs

Strong bones and teeth

Growth and repair of cells and muscles

The cleanliness of a persons body. Essential for
health & wellbeing
Effect on PIES of poor personal hygiene
P - Catching & spreading disease
Poor body odour, bad breath & tooth decay
Illness such as food poisoning, sore throat,
athletes foot.
I – may reduce chance of job
E – poor self – concept, bullied
S – social isolation, loss of friendship.

Key&Words
Health
Wellbeing – how physically fit and mentally stable a person is (not just
absence of disease)
Genetic Predisposition – more likely to inherit a condition based on genes
Chronic illness – gradual, long term illness, treated not cured. i.e. asthma
Acute illness – illness comes on quickly, short term & curable i.e. cold
Balanced diet - variety of different types of food and providing adequate amounts of
the nutrients necessary for good health.
Substance misuse - continued misuse of any mind-altering substance that affects a
person's health & wellbeing (drugs, alcohol, smoking)
Hygiene - cleanliness of body and clothing to maintain health & wellbeing.

Prevents spread of infection
Improves self concept
-Hand washing
- Washing
- Nails clean
-Tissue for cough/sneeze
-Brushing and washing hair
-Brushing teeth
-Clean clothes
-Flushing the toilet

Oils

Starchy foods

Vitamins - Keep the body healthy
Fibre – Digestive system/prevents constipation

Carbohydrates - Provides energy
Fibre – Digestive system/prevents constipation

Meat, fish eggs, beans

Fruit & vegetables

Other points:
Water is important to stay hydrated
Effect on PIES
Control calorie intake to manage weight.
Personal
P – dependence (alcoholism)
(mouth,
Moredamage
energytoinorgans
(food)
than expended in exercise causes weight gain
liver, breast), infertility,Less
weight
gain
hygiene
Good
personal
hygiene
energy in (food) than expended
in
exercise
causes weight loss

Ill Health

Diet - lifestyle choice. Diet = The balance of foods a person eats (diet doesn’t mean weight loss!)

What you need to know: - amounts, quality, effects of poor diet

Health & Social Care
BTEC Technical Award - Component 3

Foods to avoid
Salt – raises blood pressure –> heart disease

Diet

Physical & Lifestyle factors

Genetic inheritance

Health & wellbeing
What you need to know: - definition, factors
Not just the absence of disease but a holistic attitude/the whole person:
Physical (healthy body, regular exercise, a healthy diet, sleep, shelter & warmth, personal hygiene)
Intellectual (keeping the brain healthy, concentrate, learn new knowledge/skills, communicate & solve problems)
Emotional (feeling safe & secure, express emotions, deal with negative emotions, self-concept)
Social (friendships, relationships with friends and family)

Knowledge Organiser
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The study of denota on and connota on.
Every thing, symbol or object we see in a media text is a sign that is
there to communicate meaning to the sudience
Each sign is made up of two things: the visual component of the sign
itself (the signiﬁer), and our understanding of what it signiﬁes (the
signiﬁed)
The signiﬁed is the denota on (what we see) and the signiﬁer is the
connota ons a ached to it (what it suggests)
According to Barthes, the combina on of signiﬁer and signiﬁed create
a meaninful sign for the audience.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Hero
Villian
Princess
Donor

Helper
Dispatcher
False hero
Princess’s Father

The people/places/things we see in the media are not real - they are
not the actual ones, they are re-presenta ons of them
The crea on of these re-presenta ons is dependent on the
beliefs/experiences/background/culture of the producer
This o�en leads to the use of stereotypes, which tend to be nega ve
This is linked to power - those in control of the media tend to be
dominant in terms of gender, class & race, so other genders, classes
and races are o�en nega vely stereotyped in the media by them
Hall says that the encoding (by producers) and decoding (by
audiences) of representa ons depends on class, gender, race and
culture

●

●
●

Developed in 1975, it refers to heterosexual, masculine men
It is a feminist theory that argues that women in the media are
sexualised and posi oned for men to look at
They are presented as sexual objects for the male viewer’s pleasure

Laura Mulvey: Male Gaze

●

●
●

●

●

Stuart Hall: Theory of Representa on

Media Representa ons

●

5.
6.
7.
8.

Researched folklore stories
Argued that all stories are character driven and that all characters can
be classiﬁed into certain roles that drive the story.
These character func ons include:

●
●

Propp’s Narra ve Theory

Todorov studied classic fairytales and stories
He discovered that every story followed a 5 stage structure:
1. Equilibrium
2. Problem/disrup on occurs
3. Quest to solve the problem
4. Climax - solving of the problem
5. Resolu on - equilibrium restored

●
●

Todorov’s Narra ve Theory

●

●

●

●
●

Roland Barthes: Semio cs

Subject: Media Studies
Year: 11
Media Theories
Media Language
Key Words & Terms

A common but oversimpliﬁed representa on of a person, place or event

Stereotype

The means by which a speciﬁc form of media is transmi ed

Medium

The media type according to the technological aspects of its crea on

Form

A type or category of media text within a certain form or medium

Genre

The characteris cs common to a par cular form or medium

Conven ons

The signs and symbols used to create meaning in a media text

Codes

Theore cal Terms

A shake eﬀect is created by not using a tripod

Handheld shot

The whole camera follows the subject

Tracking shot

The camera moves up and down while remaining in the same spot

Tilt

The camera moves le� to right while remaining in the same spot

Panning shot

The camera is level with the subject

Eye level

The camera is directly below the subject looking up

Worm’s eye view

The camera is directly above the subject looking down

Bird’s-eye view

The camera is below the subject looking down on it

Low-angle shot

The camera is above the subject looking down on it

High-angle shot

A small detail/part of the subject’s face is shown

Extreme close-up

The subject’s head and shoulders are shown

Close-up

The subject is shown from the waist/knees upwards

Mid shot

The Full body of the sbject is shown in the distance, with extensive background

Extreme long shot

The full body of the subject is shown with lots of background

Long shot

The distance of the camera from the subject

Camera shot

The posi on of the camera in rela on to the subject

Camera angle

Technical Terms

Cycle Number: 1

●
Ctrl+Shi�+J
Like crea ng a new layer via copy, this command will create a new layer
with the selected image area in it. The only diﬀerence via cut is that it will
remove the selected image por on from the original image.

New layer via cut

●
Ctrl+J
Use this command to create a new layer from an exis ng one. Sound
complicated? Give it a go!

New layer via copy

●
Ctrl+Alt+E
Once you've selected your layers, use this command to merge them into
just one layer. To see them merged as a new layer, simply add in the Shi�
modiﬁer. This is useful if you need to make adjustments later on.

Stamp down selected layers

●
Ctrl+Shi�+E
This command enables you to merge all your exis ng layers to create one
new layer. Beware! Once merged, they're extremely diﬃcult to separate.

Merge visible layers

●
Ctrl+Alt+Shi�+E
Add a new, empty layer to the top of your stack, select it and use the
above command to ﬂa en the layers in an image to sharpen the result.
This adds a ﬂa ened version of the image to the new layer but leaves the
stacked layers intact too.

Fla en layers

●
Alt+Delete (foreground) or Ctrl+Delete (background)
This command will ﬁll an empty later with the current foreground or
background colour.

Fill a layer

●
Cmd+New Layer Icon
Mastering the new layer shortcut is a doddle, so once you're ready to
drop in a layer behind it, be sure to use this shortcut.

Create new layer behind selected layer

●
Shi�+Ctrl+N
Get started on your latest project in next to no me with this handy
shortcut that instantly whips up a new layer and dialogue box.

Create New layer

●
Alt [ ]
To scroll through the layers quickly, hold Alt/Op on and use le� and right
bracket keys [ ] to scroll through: right is up and le� is down.

Scroll through the Layers

●
F7
Quickly show and hide the Layers panel easily by pressing F7 on your
keypad. This will also show and hide the Channels and Paths panels
because they are grouped together.

Show and hide the layers panel

Photoshop Shortcuts

Technical Skills
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Health and Safety
Regulations or procedures intended to prevent accident
or injury.

Rehearsal Plan
A schedule of rehearsals to prepare for a performance.

Technical exercise
Exercises to improve your ability on your instrument such
as scales, arpeggios etc.

Warming up
Doing exercises on your instrument or vocal warmups to
prepare for your rehearsal.

Target
Something to aim for in your rehearsals.

Personal Aims
What you intend to accomplish with your performance.

Tonality
Whether a piece of music sounds Major (happy), Minor
(sad) or Atonal (no key or melody in the song).

Stage Plan
A plan of where musicians are placed, where the
instruments are placed and where any backdrop or
staging is placed. Often drawn from a bird's-eye point of
view.

Effects
How processes and technology is used to alter how an
instrument sounds.

Mix Levels
How the song is mixed, meaning the different volume
levels of each instrument or vocal line within the song.

Panning
Most songs are in stereo. Panning is when you hear
something more in the left speaker or right speaker.

Production Techniques
The way a song is recorded and mixed. The way it is
recorded and mixed affects how the song sounds.

Lyrical Content
The lyrics you can hear in the song and the message or
story behind the song.

Instrumentation
The instruments in a song.

Tempo
The speed of the music.

Describing Musical Features

Planning Rehearsals

Year 11 Music Knowledge Organiser (C1) - Live Music Performance

Non-Verbal Communication
How you stand and walk around on stage so that the
audience believes you are confident and know what you
are doing.

Verbal Communication
How you speak when performing on stage so that the
audience and/or the band hears you clearly.

Production Plan
Live performance plan showing consideration of;
repertoire, timings, resources (equipment), personnel.

Stage Presence
How you present yourself on stage so that the audience
watches attentively and pays attention to you.

Target Audience
The type of people who are going to come to watch this
performance.

Present
To perform live.

Audience expectation
What an audience at this type of event may expect to
see.

Agreed Brief
What kind of music you have been asked to perform, and
the time length for which you have been asked to
perform.

Tier 2 Vocabulary

AO1 - Develop ideas through sustained and focused investigations
informed by contextual and other sources, demonstrating analytical and
critical understanding.

Research, inspiration, mind
maps, shoot plans and your
ideas.

Artists/Photographers - Cycle 1- Surrealism
Man Ray (1890 - 1976) was an American avant-garde visual artist who
spent most of his career in Paris. He was a significant contributor to the
Dada and Surrealist movements. He produced major works in a variety of
media but was best known for his black and white photography. Man Ray’s
most famous surrealist photographs combined non-traditional
photographic techniques with surrealist principles. As a result, he created
images that bridge the line between photographs, which were seen as
inherently truthful, and otherworldly dreams. He was also a renowned
fashion and portrait photographer. Man Ray is also noted for his work with
photograms, which he called "rayographs" in reference to himself.
Ralph Eugene Meatyard (1925 - 1972) was an American photographer
known for his enigmatic portraits and use of multiple exposures. In 1950,
when his first son was born, like so many fathers before and after him,
Meatyard purchased a camera to document his growing family. The
medium and its processes so intrigued him that his work quickly moved
beyond the typical family portrait or snapshot. Meatyard meticulously
directed his scenarios, searching out interesting backdrops and employing
surprising, even disturbing props. Meatyard’s father renovated dilapidated
homes, and this early exposure to architectural decay influenced his
attraction to rundown buildings.Though he did not gain much recognition
during his lifetime, the artist’s haunting images of masked children have
since established him as a key figure in American photography.
Tommy Ingberg (1980 - present day) is a multi-award winning
photographer and visual artist, born in Sweden. He works with
photography and digital image editing, creating minimalistic and
self-reflecting surreal photo montages dealing with human nature, feelings
and thoughts. His work is represented in collections all over the world
from the National Museum of Photography in Colombia to the
Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris. During the last eight years his
work has won over 30 international awards.
AO2 - Explore and select appropriate resources, media, materials,
techniques and processes, reviewing and refining ideas as work develops.
Technical Keyboard Shortcuts
Ctrl + N = New page
Ctrl + C = Copy
Ctrl + X = Cut
Ctrl + V = Paste
Ctrl + T = Transform
Ctrl + Alt + Z = Step backwards (Undo)
Ctrl + Shift + Alt + V = Paste into selection
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Experimenting, photoshop edits,
manual edits, taking photos
using different camera settings.

Glossary of terms
SURREAL / SURREALISM - Comes from a 20th-century avant-garde movement in art and literature which

sought to release the creative potential of the unconscious mind, an almost dreamlike state of objects not as they
should be. (The irrational juxtaposition of images).
JUXTAPOSITION - When a photographer puts two objects close to each other and tries to attract
the viewer's attention to their differences. When the contrast between these two objects is the first
thing that catches the viewer's eye, juxtaposition is achieved.
DIGITAL EDITING - Changing a photograph on a computer or phone using editing apps such as Photoshop.
MANUAL EDITING - Changing a photograph using your hands, eg; writing, drawing or painting over an image.
TECHNIQUES - The method used to either take the photo or to edit the photo.
PROCESSES - The method used to edit a photograph that usually follows a range of steps rather than just one.
CONTOUR - The outline of an object or shape.
ORGANIC SHAPE - Shapes based on natural objects such as trees, mountains, leaves, etc.
GEOMETRIC SHAPE - Simple shapes found in geometry, such as circles, squares, triangles, etc.
AO3 - Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions,
reflecting critically on work and progress.

Writing, annotating, taking
photos etc . . .

Key Terms
Exposure is how light or dark an image is. An image is created when the
camera sensor (or film strip) is exposed to light - that’s where the term
originates. A dark photo is considered underexposed, or it wasn’t exposed
to enough light; a light photo is overexposed or exposed to too much
light. Exposure is controlled through aperture, shutter speed and ISO.
ISO determines how sensitive the camera is to light. For example, an ISO
of 100 means the camera isn’t very sensitive - great for shooting in the
daylight. An ISO 3200 means the camera is very sensitive to light, so you
can use that higher ISO for getting shots in low light.
Shutter Speed is the part of the camera that opens and closes to let
light in and take a picture. The shutter speed is how
long that shutter stays open, written in seconds or
fractions of a second, like 1/200 s. or 1”, with the “
symbol often used to designate an entire second. The
longer the shutter stays open, the more light that is let
in. But, if the entire camera moves while the shutter is
open the whole image will be blurry—tripods are
necessary for long shutter speeds.
AO4 - Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions
and, where appropriate, makes connections between visual and other
elements.

Finished edits, outcomes, project
evaluation & final piece.

A final piece can either be a completed edit or a sequence of edits presented
in your digital/manual sketchbook with an evaluation that sums up your whole
project and how you got from the starting point to the end. It could also be a
final piece that is made outside of your sketchbook that physically relates to,
and sums up your project using a range of mixed media and manual editing
techniques. There must be evidence of final piece planning and practice
experiments in your books fully annotated. This is good practice in
preparation for your exam component.
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Achieved Status - status gained through your own
efforts
Ascribed status - status of the group you were born
into
Assimilation - ethnic minority groups give up their
culture and adopt British way of life
Authority - The exercise of power based on
consent or agreement
Bureaucracy- An organisation that operates as a
hierarchy with a clear set of rules
Charismatic authority- obedience by using your
personality
Coercion - use of force to make something happen
Class alignment -strong links between class and
voting behavior
Class dealignment - weakening links between class
and voting
Gender pay gap - difference between the pay of
males and females
Glass ceiling - invisible barrier which prevents
people getting promotion
Intergenerational social mobility - moving into a
different social class from your parents
Intragenerational - moving into different classes in
your own lifetime
Interest Groups - Groups created to reflect the
views of a groups within society - sometimes called
pressure groups
Life chances - the opportunities that an individual
has to get material or cultural resources
Life expectancy - how long anyone is expected to
live

Slavery
Slavs are people owned by others in the society
It was part of the Greek and Roman Empire
Slaves were also used on the plantations of USA and
West Indies
Treatment of slaves is usually poor and brutal
Slaves are regarded as less than human and
Inferior to their owners
Britain made a lot of money out of slavery during the
Slave Trade
Modern slavery still happens today
Caste system
Used in India based on the Hindu religion
A child is born into a caste based on their
Parents occupation (ascribed status)
you stay in that Caste all your life
Your Caste is based on your behaviour in your
last life. People of low Castes are their because they did
wrong in their previous
life.
This rebirth is known as reincarnation Individuals at the
bottom are called
Untouchables
The aim is to live a good life - work your way
up the caste system to the top
Apartheid
South africa 1948 -1994
It was a racially based stratification
People were classified black, white or coloured
Depending on your racial classification- depended on
where you could go , work, live, swim or shop
Based on the idea of white superiority
Social class
Based on income according to the National Statistics
Socio-Economic classification
Functionalist’s View - Davis and Moore
They argued that social stratification was a ‘universal

10 Cycle Number 4

Key words

Sociology - Stratification Part 2 Year

Types of stratification

Subject

Inequalities in groups
Gender
Attempts to improve women's rights:1944 - Education Act - allowed married women to stay
in teaching
1960s-70s - Women’s Liberation Movement campaigning for women’s rights
1970 - Equal PaY Act - same pay for men and women
1975 - Sex Discrimination Act - men and women have
same opportunities in work/ education/ society

Political power
Political power = one group in society have more
power to make decisions
In UK we have a democracy. People vote regularly for
who they want to rule them. Free elections and a
choice of parties.
Voting is influenced by parents, class, peers and events.
There are two main views on who holds power in
society and how it is distributed
1.
Pluralism - there are a range of competing
interests and interest groups
2.
Conflict - only those from privileged
backgrounds
Pluralism
Political power is shared between groups
No single group dominates
The state acts as a referee between the groups
and serves the needs of all society
Pressure (interest) groups , new social movements are
crucial to democracy
Conflict
Other countries like North Korea have a dictatorship
Dictatorships use censorship, propaganda and military
force to keep control
Nation state shown by things like flags, anthems

Power
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Rational legal authority-Obedience is based on the
operation of a set of rules
Power -A social relationship between individuals where one person or people have dominance
Market situation - classes develop in market
economies in which individuals compete to get
resources
Pluralism -More than one view in society
Morbidity - having a serious illness or disease
Party - an organisation or group who seek to
exercise power
Social construction - patterns of behaviour based on
norms and expectations
Social mobility - people’s movements up or down
the social scale
Status - the level of prestige or importance
Windfall - a sudden and unexpected influx of cash
like winning the lottery
Toxic childhood - the idea that life is dangerous for
children today
Traditional authority -A social relationship between
individuals - where one person or people have
dominance
Turn out - the number of people voting in an
election
Voter apathy - lack of interest in the outcome of
elections
Life chances - these are affected by education,
sexuality, gender, social class, age and health
Health is important:Life expectancy at birth
Income
Lifestyle
Living conditions

necessity’. It was needed for society to survive so that
the following could happen:All roles in society can be filled
Rules are filled by best person for the best job
Necessary training can take place
Everyone performs their role to the best of their ability
These roles will only be all filled if social stratification
attaches unequal rewards and privileges to different
positions in society. You need to attach best rewards to
the most skilled and difficult jobs to attract the most
talented to them. Society is a meritocracy so the most
talented will receive the best rewards and everyone has
an equal chance of getting these
Weber’s View
He said social classes are formed when one group
employs anotherThe second group sells their labour Weber saw the process of hiring labour and the rewards
that arose from this as vital in explaining class
Weber said class is a group of people with similar access
to life chances ( the ability to be successful) in life and
opportunities in education, health
He found 4 main social classes:Property owners
The working class
Professionals
The petty bourgeoisie (shop keepers)
These different class situation reflected different market
situations in the labour market
Marx View
He believed that all power and status came from the
means of owning wealth

Social mobility
Routes to social mobility come from
Education
Mariage
Windfalls like winning the lottery
These routes can be blocked by
Unemployment
Discrimination
Divorce

1988 Education Act girls and boys to study English,
Maths and science to 16
This would suggest that things are more equal now
However:Fire fighting is male dominated
82% of workers in care , leisure industry are female
10% of workers in skilled trades like plumbing are
female
Glass ceiling even when men and women are employed
in the same jobs there is an invisible barrier which
stops people getting the best paid jobs
Women earn about ⅕ less than men per hour (gender
pay gap)
Women’s improved education means the pay gap has
narrowed but this increases again when they have
children
Ethnicity and inequality
UK is culturally diverse - has lots of different ethnic
groups in it like Polish, Afro caribbean and Indian
Sociologists do not divide people by race instead they
use ethnicity
They do accept that minority ethnic groups will suffer
prejudice and racism
13% of UK population are from ethnic minorities
However they are under represented in political and
decision making positions they make up:6.3% of MPs
3.4 % of senior police officers
5% of court judges
40% of NHS doctors
This is despite the
Attempts to redress the problem:Equality an anti- discrimination legislation - acts since
1975 have tried to stop minority ethnic groups being
unfairly treated. The Equality Act 2010 combines over
100 laws into one act. Its aim was to protect people
from unfair treatment and to promote a fair and more
equal society
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

There are also seven more principles of training that a coach needs to think about
SPECIFICITY – Training should be linked to the sport, activity or physical/skill-related
fitness goal
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES/NEEDS – The programme should be designed to
meet individual training goals and needs e.g. a fitter person would have a harder
training programme
VARIATION – It is important to do different activities in training to the performer
doesn’t get bored
REST AND RECOVERY -A sports performer needs to rest to allow their body to
recover. During recovery the body repairs any damage caused by exercise
PROGRESSIVE OVERLOAD - In order to progress (improve), training needs to be
demanding enough to cause the body to adapt(change) to improve performance
ADAPTATION – How the body reacts to training loads by increasing its ability to
cope with those loads
REVERSIBILITY – If training stops or the intensity of training is not sufficient
(enough) to cause adaptation, training effects will be reversed.

of fitness needed for the sport.

Intensity – How hard to train
Time – How long to train
Type – What training method (way of exercising) should be used to improve the type

HEART RATE – The number of times the heart beats per minute (bpm)
MAXIMUM HEART RATE – also called HR max

TRAINING PROGRAM ME – a programme of exercise designed to improve
performance.
There are four basic principles (guidelines) that a coach can follow
Frequency – How often to train per week

4. Write down the lower heart rate followed by the higher heart rate to show
the target zone
e.g. 220 – 25 (age) = 195 bpm
195 x 0.85 = 165.75 = 166 bpm (upper training threshold)
195 x 0.60 = 117 bpm (lower training threshold)
Target zone = 117 bpm – 166 bpm

3. Find lower training threshold = HR max X 0.60

2. Find upper training threshold = HR max X 0.85

WORKING OUT TARGET ZONES
1. Calculate maximum heart rate (HR max) or they might give it to you
HR max = 220 – age (years)

TARGET ZONE = 60%-85% of HR max (a person’s maximum heart rate)

Heart rate needs to be high enough to cause adaptation and improve fitness
The target zone recommend to improve cardiorespiratory fitness is

HEART RATE TARGET ZONES

e.g. the maximum heart rate of a 25 year old is
HR max = 220 – age
= 220 – 25
= 195 bpm

HR max = 220 – age (years)

HEART RATE

TRAINING PROGRAM MES AND PRINCIPLES

Cardiovascular (Circulatory) System move
blood around the body and is made up of
1. Blood vessels
2. The heard
3. Blood

AEROBIC ENDURANCE – The ability of the cardiorespiratory system to work
efficiently, supplying nutrients and oxygen to working muscles during
sustained (long lasting) physical activity.
DISCUSS – WRITE ABOUT SOMETHING
MUSCULAR ENDURANCE – The ability of the muscular system to work
FROM DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
efficiently and continue to contract over a period of time against a light to
LIKE WRITING ABOUT THE
moderate load. E.g a tennis player holding their racket and playing
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Respiratory system moves air into and out of
throughout the game.
the body. It is made of
MUSCULAR STRENGTH – The maximum force (strength) that can be
NAME/GIVE – GIVE A SHORT ANSWER
1. The lungs
generated (made) by a muscle or muscle group.
2. The airways
FLEXIBILITY – Being able to move a joint fluidly (smoothly) through its
DESCRIBE – WRITE ABOUT WHAT
SOMETHING IS LIKE
complete (whole) range of movement
The two systems together make up the
SPEED – Speed (m/s) = distance (m)
The Cardiorespiratory System
CALCULATE – YOU WILL NEED TO DO
Time (s)
SOME MATHS TO WORK OUT YOUR
The oxygen we breathe and the nutrients we
There are three types of speed
ANSWER AND SHOW HOW YOU DID
eat are transported around the body in the
1. Accelerative speed – sprints up to 30 m
IT
blood. Our cells used them to make energy.
2. Pure speed- sprints up to 60 m
The cardiorespiratory system also allows the
3. Speed endurance- sprints with a short recovery period (rest) in
INTERPRET – YOU NEED TO USE THE
body to breath out waste products like carbon
between
INFORMATION GIVEN TO WORK OUT
dioxide.
BODY COMPOSITION – The relative ratio (amount) of fat mass to fat-free
THE ANSWER
mass in the body

TOP TIPS
EXPLAIN – GIVE A REASON FOR
SOMETHING

PHYSICAL FITNESS

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Extremely hard
Maximal Exertion

Very hard

Hard

Somewhat hard

Light

Very light

No exertion at all
Extremely light

BORG (6-20) RATING
OF PERCEIVED
EXERTION SCALE or
the BORG (6-20) RPE
Scale

You can also estimate a RPE
scale/Borg scale rating from a
heart rate (bpm)
e.g. a performers heart rate is
154 (bpm)
RPE scale = HR (bpm) ÷10
= 154 ÷ 10
= 15.4
=15 RPE Scale

The numbers on the scale
represent the different levels of
exercise intensity.
The BORG (6-20) can be used to
estimate a person’s heart rate
HR (bpm) = RPE x 10
e.g. a perform says they are
working extremely hard and
give a RPE scale rating of 19
their estimated heart rate is
HR (bpm) = RPE X 10
= 19 X 10
= 190 bpm (beats per minute)

Each sport needs different types of physical and skill-related fitness.
You need to be able to identify the types of fitness needed for
different sports. To do this, think about what the sports performers
need to do in that sport.

BALANCE – The ability to maintain centre of mass over a base of
support
1. Static Balance – a still balance like a hand stand
2. Dynamic Balance – a moving balance like a cartwheel
POWER – The product (result) of speed x strength e.g. you need
power to drive the ball in golf
AGILITY – The ability of a sports performer to quickly and precisely
(exactly) move or change direction without losing balance or time
COORDINATION - The smooth flow of movement needed to
perform a motor task efficiently (wasting as little energy as possible)
and accurately (without going wrong)
REACTION TIME – The time that it takes for a sports performer to
respond to a stimulus and initiate (start) their response.

SKILL – RELATED FITNESS
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PASSIVE – This is where you use someone or a piece of equipment to help you hold the

stretch.

COACHES NEED TO MATCH TRAINING METHODS TO
SPORTS AND USE THE PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING TO GUIDE
THEIR PLANNING.

Advantages are that you can make it hard or easy to match a performers INDIVIDIUAL NEEDS. You
can use it in lots of different activities like running, cycling and rowing.
INTERVAL TRAINING – This involves periods of working and resting. Work usually ranges between
30 seconds and 5 minutes. Rest period can include sit down, stand still, walk or jog. To improve
aerobic endurance you need to have longer more intense periods of working and shorter breaks.
VO2 max = the maximum amount of oxygen uptake. It is the largest amount of oxygen that your
body can use every minute. Measured in ml of oxygen per kg of body mass per minute (ml/kg/min).
The intensity of training can be measured as a percentage of VO2 max.
CIRCUIT TRAINING – You can adapt a circuit to work on aerobic endurance for example using
exercises like skipping and shuttle runs. You can increase the time spend at each station and the
frequency of training.

1. changing the speed
2. changing the steepness of the ground
3. adding weight

The exercises are linked to the sport
The performer uses maximal force (as much power as possible). This force is needed
to lengthen and then quickly shorten the muscle for example two footed jumping
over hurdles.
The working muscle lengthens when you land this is the eccentric action
The working muscle shortens quickly when you jump this is the concentric action
Used by sprinters, hurdlers, and team games where jumping is important like netball,
volleyball and basketball. The disadvantage is that is can make muscles sore.

CIRCUIT TRAINING FOR STRENGTH
You can use circuit training to improve muscular strength, power and muscular
endurance. You can also adapt a circuit to work on skills like agility and coordination
or to work on aerobic endurance.
In circuit training you do different exercises one after another.
 Each exercise is called a station.
 You normally have 6-10 different stations.
 All the stations make up one circuit.
 You need to put the exercises in an order that doesn’t work the same muscles
straight after each other to stop the muscles getting too tired.
PLYOMETRICS FOR EXPLOSIVE POWER AND MUSCULAR STRENGTH.

CONTINUOUS TRAINING – is where you keep doing the same exercise without any rest for at least
30 minutes. You keep at a steady pace and at moderate (medium) intensity so you don’t go too fast.
FARTLEK TRAINING – involves changes in intensity with no rest. You can change the intensity by

HOLLOW SPRINTS – do more than one sprint with a jog or
walk in between called the hollow period
INTERVAL TRAINING – do a period of work and a period of
rest and recovery. To work on Speed you need periods of
higher intensity (close to maximum) for a short time. You
can increase the number of rest or recovery periods. E.g.
run for 15 seconds as fast as you can and then recover for 3
minutes.
ACCELERATION SPRINTS – you keep increasing the pace
over a short distance. You can start either standing still or
rolling (easy jogging) and slowly get faster. In between each
acceleration sprint you rest by walking or jogging slowly.
You can make acceleration sprints harder by doing
HILL SPRINTS
RESISITANCE DRILLS

STRENGH TRAINING

AEROBIC ENDURANCE TRAINING - Increasing how long you can exercise for

Medium loads and
medium reps
75% 1RM and 12 reps

ELASTIC STRENGH

SPEED TRAINING – going as fast as you can for a short
distance and then having lots of rest.

50-60% 1RM and 20
reps

90% 1RM and 6 reps

FITNESS TRAINING METHODS

Low loads and high reps

STRENGTH
ENDURANCE

High loads and low reps

MUSCULAR
STRENGTH

Weight training is done in REPS – one specific exercise and SETS – the number of
reps you do without a rest
1RM – one repetition maximum – is the heaviest amount you can lift in one rep
The intensity of training can be described as a percentage of 1RM

Always do core before assistance exercises
Change between upper and lower body exercises
Change between push and pull exercises

There are two types of exercise with free weights
CORE EXERCISES – These wort muscles that make the spine and pelvis stable
ASSISTANCE EXERCISES – These work muscles that are specific to a sport or exercise

FITNESS TRAINING METHODS

Muscles have a stretch reflex that stops them stretching too far. PNF works by stopping that reflex
so the muscle can be stretched further. It improves mobility, strength and flexibility. It can help
people to recover from injuries.

You need a partner for PNF stretching
1. The performer stretches the muscle as far as it can go.
2. A partner helps hold the muscle in that position while the performer pushes back against
the partner for 6-10s.
3. The performer relaxes.
4. So the partner can push the stretch a little further.

PROPRIOCEPTIVE NEUROMUSCULAR FACILITATION (PNF)

BALLISTIC STRETCHING – Is when you make fast movements (bounces). A disadvantage of
this type of stretching is have it can strain (pull) your muscles or make them sore.

2.

FITNESS TRAINING METHODS

SAFETY –
Use equipment safely
Use training methods in the right way
Warm-up = (gentle exercise + stretching) to increase heart
rate and help prevent injury
and cool down = (gentle exercise + stretching) to decrease
heart rate and stop muscles becomes sore.

Each fitness training method has advantages and
disadvantages like
VARIETY – is the training method interesting enough?
INTENSITY – is it easy to vary the intensity?
PURPOSE – does the training method improve the type of
fitness you want it to?
COST – Does the training method needs lots of expensive
equipment?
SPORT SPECIFIC – can the training method be changed to
suit different sports?
SAFETY – Can the training method cause injury.
e.g. an advantage of stretching is that it increase flexibility.
A disadvantage of stretching is that it can cause muscle
soreness.

STATIC STRETCHING – is when you stretch a muscle and hold it in one position. There are 2
types of static stretching.
1. ACTIVE – This is where you use your own muscles to hold the stretch

FREE WEIGHTS – are weights that are not attached to a machine
You can use free weights to improve MUSCULAR STRENGH AND MUSCULAR
ENDURANCE
You can target particular muscles
You can injury yourself if your technique is wrong

STRETCHING IMPROVES FLEXIBILITY

Advantages and Disadvantages

STRENGTH TRAINING

FLEXIBILITY TRAINING – STRETCHING IS A FITNESS TRAINING METHOD

FITNESS TRAINING METHODS

Fitness training methods are different ways of exercising.
Each training method improves a different type of physical
or skill-related fitness.

BTEC REVISION NOTES

FITNESS TRAINING METHODS

TRAINING AND SAFETY

Notes
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Stoke Damerel Six
RESPECT
• Respect each other
• Be kind, treat others how
you want to be treated
• Respect yourself

RESPONSIBLE

RESILIENT

• Take responsibility for your

• Commit to your learning
• Try your best
• And try again and again

PREPARED

PROFESSIONAL

• Be prepared and ready to learn
• Be here, be on time and bring
everything you need for learning
• Take part in your learning
and your school

• Be polite
• Be welcoming to all
members of our College
• Smile and be friendly

learning and behaviour
• Try to be a leader
• Be a positive role model

PRIDE
• Be proud to learn; proud

of your work
• Wear your Stoke Damerel
uniform with pride
• Be proud of yourself

